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EDITOR’s Letter
Dear Shapians,
What are your personal motivators? What are your individual quests for
fulfilment in life? Sometimes you question yourself about “how can things
get worse?” These are the moments when we feel nihilistic, vulnerable, and
hopeless. It is inherent to our being, our inner self questioning life. But if
you focus on mirroring this feeling from the other side, mankind is in a
perpetual state of seeking, each of us proving or having more perseverance
than others. By this message I would like to get to you an uplifting message of
resilience, putting away our inherent never-ending search for contentment
to be replaced by a positive attitude towards life.
We are facing the last months of the year with the hope of living again
without fear, celebrating events and gatherings with caution, taking all
preventive measures under control but nevertheless with the pleasure of
having them back. Halloween and Christmas decorations are displayed
everywhere, surrounding us with the typical seasonal atmosphere. We are
in desperate need of joy; let’s allow ourselves to feel good and cheer up. The
best is yet to come!
María José Tezanos Bustamante
Office of Communication & Community Affairs (OCCA)
Base Support Group

SHAPE Community Life (SCL) is an authorized unofficial magazine,
published monthly by Base Support Group (BSG). The views
expressed in SCL are the sole responsibility of the authors.
Acceptance of material does not guarantee publication.
The Officer-in-Charge (OIC) reserves the right to refuse a
submission and the right to edit or shorten any material or article
submitted. No liability is accepted for the validity of articles,
announcements or advertising appearing in this magazine. Articles
and photos must acknowledge all sources used, as the OIC cannot
be held responsible for breaches of copyright. SCL cannot accept
responsibility for errors or omissions which may occur during
production.
Please Note: any materials submitted with articles (e.g.: disks,
photos), left more than 60 days, will be disposed of.
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All the events announced could be postponed or cancelled due to security reasons related to
COVID-19 outbreak. Please, visit SHAPE2day website, SHAPE Base Support Group Facebook Page for
a more accurate and updated information.
www.shape2day.com
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Community News

Toastmasters is the key!
By Rima Sammouri

A

re you shy, introvert or extravert? Do you fear speaking in front of an audience? Do you lack selfconfidence and/or self-esteem? Do you think that public speaking is not for you, but you need it for your
job or business? Then, Toastmasters is a must…

The Toastmasters method used in more than 16000 Clubs
around the world is a proven method that will help you
discover the pleasure of speaking to an audience.
It is a series of opportunities to speak in public: it is
by practicing that one progresses the most. There is
no “teacher” or “trainer” appointed but a mentor to
guide the members through the educational program.
Pathways The members of the club improve themselves
by putting into practice the techniques exposed in this
program, and through reviews from other members
(constructive and non-judgmental feedback).

You will take part in competitions on your club level
then on area level and so on. Climbing the ladder
from harder to harder but interesting and enjoyable,
you will be asked to serve your club. And that will add
another dimension in your life.
You will become a leader. Club President, VP Ed., VP
Membership, VP Public Relations, Secretary, Treasurer
or Sergeant at Arms. You will experience working with a
team, planning and putting together events, running
a club program and leading your club to success.

Each meeting is an opportunity for all members to express
themselves and gain self-confidence:

How does all this benefit your career?
You can do more when you are confident. You will inspire
people around you which will improve your relationships
with others.
You will set goals and achieve them, lead others to grow
and achieve their goals, at work or at home.

•You will present prepared speeches (clear and concise)

In conclusion, what are the benefits of joining Toastmasters?

•You will take part in improvisation sessions (learn to
think quickly and speak on your feet )

You will master your skills as a public speaker, you will
gain self-confidence and inspire others, you will master
leadership techniques and add new dimensions in your
life, all that in a supportive, positive and fun environment.

During club meetings, each member actively
participates in the flow of the evening as a speaker,
assessor, facilitator, and so on.

•At each of your interventions, you will be evaluated by
one of the other club members to help you improve your
skills and progress in the self-help/education program.
•After a few meetings, you will evaluate the
interventions of other club members, which will
enhance your listening abilities to give objective and
constructive feedback.
•You will also have to lead the improvisations, the
sessions of the evening, to help you develop your
leadership abilities.
Over the course of the meetings, your interventions will
be more and more elaborate, each one based on all the
techniques that you will have learned before. You will
also benefit from the experience of more experienced
members, to develop more specialized skills.

What are you waiting for? Visit a club now!
Better yet, visit our online open house on 12 October
2021. Limited Slots Only!
Registration Required
toastmastersshapeclub@gmail.com
shapetoastmasters/
After registering, you will receive a confirmation email
containing information about joining the meeting.
What to expect?
The first half of the Open House will be a Master
Class presented by no other than J.A. Gamache.The
second half will be a sneak preview of how a SHAPE
International Toastmasters Club is run!
TIP: HOW TO AVOID MEMORY BLANKS
Having a blank in front of an audience is undoubtedly
one of the biggest fears of any performer. In this
30 minutes workshop, J.A. Gamache will share with
you proven strategies to prevent a blank and even
techniques to come back elegantly from losing your
train of thoughts.J.A. Gamache is a bilingual (French
and English) speaker from Montreal, Canada. He
won Toastmasters’ District 61 international speech
contest 14 times and once placed 3rd at the World
Championship of Public Speaking.

As always: Stay Healthy, Active, Busy, & Happy!

www.shape2day.com
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T

he barbecue of the Italian community took
place on 24 September at the SHAPE TENT.
A highly anticipated event, organized to
welcome the families of newcomers, but also to
all those who joined the Italian community in 2019
and 2020.
A moment of great celebration, which allowed
each family to introduce themselves, to get to
know each other, to get closer, creating and
strengthening contacts, relationships and bonds
that are the essence of the spirit of belonging to
the Italian community, one of the largest in SHAPE.

Italian
Barbecue 2021

By Marco Favetta, Maj. (OF-3), ITA AF, SHAPE NMR ITA - Ops Section

In this atmosphere of joy, the Italian
National Military Representative, Rear
Admiral Enrico PACIONI, emphasizing
the importance of being united in
particular as a community here in
SHAPE, welcomed all the families,
especially those of the newcomers
individually called by the Rear
Admiral Enrico PACIONI for the ritual
introduction greeting.
Finally, Rear Admiral Enrico PACIONI
thanked those (military, civilians
and our IWIS) who provided their
contribution for the realization of
the highly anticipated barbecue.
The evening then continued in the
name of joy singing with karaoke.

4
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And here we go again …

SHA P E Fest
is back!

By Office of Communication & Community Affairs (OCCA)

F

inally, the SHAPE Fest was celebrated on
Saturday, 18th September. It was a bright and
sunny day, with all participants feeling positive
vibes from the beginning until the end of the day.

The event is one of the “must” of the year,
and thanks to the efforts of the entire SHAPE
community, respecting the health and safety
rules, getting the access passes from the official
sources, all run smoothly. The fact of being
a consolidated multinational team, gathering
people in a festive atmosphere, proved to be a big
success.
There is not much to add to this article because
the photos are the best proof of the celebration…
and once again “THANK YOU” to you all for being
such a great community.

www.shape2day.com
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JAG U AR L AND ROVE R

BEAUTY MEETS PERFORMANCE
Members of NATO Forces receive preferential prices for Jaguar and Land Rover vehicles
through our Military Sales Program.
We supply both brands in RHD and LHD configuration to your countries specification for
all NATO members excluding US Members.
Now at SHAPE every FIRST and THIRD Thursday of the month.
Next to the opticians in the main shopping center car park.
For further information, please contact:
Peter Thomas, Geilenkirchen, SHAPE / NATO HQ BRUSSELS
+49 (0)2451 636084 • +49 (0)2451 9154232
Mobile +31 652303151 • pete.thomas@grantandgreen.de

824
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GRC Section New School Year Event
By KARNACHORITIS Efstratios OF-4 GRC

O

n Tuesday 07 September the Greek School,
which is located in the 700 area near Youth
Centre, hosted its annual ceremony to welcome
the students of the Greek Community. GRC NMR,
Greek Chaplain, parents and students of the section
were all present to this beautiful and warm event.
As every year, Greek Chaplain blessed the school,
teachers and students with holy water Liturgy, a ritual
that takes place in Greek Schools all around the world
to mark the start of the new school year.
The children embellished this ceremony not only with
their spontaneity youth but also with their good mood
and their interest to maintain and improve knowledge
of the Greek language, a language that has given
so much (words, terminology, ideas, philosophy,
science) to civilization and humankind in general.
During this modest but also genuine ceremony
teachers met with parents and students and exchanged
thoughts and visions for the future of the school
and education in general. Some very interesting
and productive plans were made so as to keep on
improving the level of the provided knowledge and
students received their new books.

Section, particularly in the multinational environment
of SHAPE and encouraged them to follow the visions
and advises of their parents and teachers.
The chairman of the administrative council of the
Section, LTC PSARRIS Vaios, analyzed the purpose
of the school which is to allow Greek students to
continue their Greek education, especially those who
will be repatriated at the end of their parents’ tour.
He emphasized as well the importance of Greek
Language and the role of the Section which is not
only there to provide knowledge to children of the
Greek Community but it is also open to welcome
every student of NATO nations who wish to get in
touch with Greek language and Greek culture.
He informed also the Community of SHAPE that
there are already four students from other nations
who attend the Greek Section and this is an excellent
interaction for all participants of this organization.

GRC NMR Lt General PSIMOULIS Ch. Symeon
welcomed the students to a new promising and
exciting school year, emphasized the role of Greek

www.shape2day.com
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Turkish Victory Day
& Armed Forces Day

U

ndoubtedly, there are important days in the
history of every nation. One of the most important
days in Turkish history is 30th of August, the Day
of Victory. Victory Day, also known as Armed Forces
Day, is currently celebrated in Turkey. It is annually
celebrated on August 30th in commemoration of the
victory of 1922 Battle of Dumlupınar. The outcome
of the battle, which took place in Kütahya province in
western Turkey, determined the overall outcome of

Senior Participants

By ERTURK, Tugrul OR-9 TUR Navy

the Turkish War of Independence. With the victory, the
Turkish Army succeeded in taking back the occupied
lands of Anatolia. The borders of Turkey were drawn
in the peace talks held in Lausanne about a year later,
and with the incorporation of Hatay into Turkey in 1939,
the current borders of Turkey were determined. After
the victory, Turkey was established as an independent
republic in 1923. It has been celebrated as a victory day
across Turkey since 1935.

Your Audi is waiting.
Select from stock or special order now!

Speak to a Sales Representative for details.

militaryautosource.com/audi
BELGIUM | Rue du Calvaire 12 | 7870 Lens | 0032 (0) 476 21 11 36
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is for illustration only, and may contain optional equipment available at additional cost. Program and guarantees are subject to terms and conditions.
All Lexus products featured are sold by Auto Exchange Kraftfahrzeug Handels GmbH and Auto Exchange Military Car Sales Srl. (AX475)

p All Participants

p Families

The main celebration is held at Anıtkabir (the mausoleum
of Mustafa Kemal ATATÜRK) in Turkish capital, where the
lead officials of Republic of Turkey place a wreath on
and then deliver a speech. People in Turkey pay tribute
to Mustafa Kemal ATATÜRK on this day, the founder of
Republic of Turkey, who led the Turkish armed forces to
decisive victory at the Battle of Dumlupınar.
Parades are held in major cities across the country with
Ankara hosting a national parade on honor of the day.
In the evening of the day, concerts are held, some of
which are organized by military bands, and torchlight
processions are organized with participation of people
in major cities to honor the men and women of the Armed
Forces. All promotions in Turkish Armed Forces are
approved to start from 30th of August. Besides; military
academic graduation ceremonies are held on that day.

p Families

To celebrate Turkish Victory Day, TUR NMR organized
a ceremony at SHAPE Club with the participation of all
Turkish Staff with their families. This ceremony had a
special importance in terms of the fact that TUR NMR
MGen Rasim YALDIZ was leaving by handing over his
duty. In his speech, MGen Rasim YALDIZ stated that he
was proud of celebrating the feast of this victory, which
was achieved with great difficulties in 1922. MGen Rasim
YALDIZ presented the new ranks of three personnel
with the help of their wives at the ceremony and then
SHAPE DCOS PD RADM Bülent TURAN and Deputy TUR
NMR Col. Tuncay ÖZKUMRU presented their new ranks
to promoted staff. The ceremony, which went on in a
very pleasant way, was completed after the celebration
cocktail. This ceremony has also been important as it is
the first widely attended (about 160 attendees) ceremony
having been held at SHAPE Club for about 19 months.

p NCO Promotion
p

Parting Gift to TUR NMR

Officer Promotion

www.shape2day.com
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SHAPE Belgian NCOs Association Day
Courtesy of SHAPE Belgian NCOs Association

fter a year and a half of waiting and restrictions,
we all dreamed about it. Our Association was
finally able to organize its first day of cohesion.

A

A successful day started with a breakfast at the
Continental Mess and continued with a visit to the
Pairi Daiza Park.
The return to a normal life, the sun and Pairi daiza’s
extraordinary point of view made this day a memorable
one. The first in a long series, hopefully.
Thanks to the Committee for their organization and
certainly to Jean-Michel Rousseau for having served
as our guide throughout the visit.

I

By Kasprzak Janek - Fire Supervisor

n this article you will discover or rediscover the memory aid for changing your battery to your
smoke detector and the sign with the Co (carbon monoxide) intoxication.
Best regards and stay safe

In case of Emergency, call the 4017 in French or 3333 in English
The national and European Emergency call number is 112

14
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military news
SHAPE Field Office - ACCI SHAPE Field Office
Bldg. 101, Room K125
065 44 8809
accisfodistro@shape.nato.int

Keep Your Eye Open:
For your Eyes Only
Courtesy of ACCI SHAPE Field Office

T

his month the famous action character James Bond will premier in another tale of
intrigue and espionage. While his character is fiction, adversaries looking to threaten
the safety of NATO and SHAPE are very real. However, like James Bond, you can help to
keep the Alliance safe. Here are some basic tips that you can do to keep our community
safe from people to who wish to do harm to us:

1. Use Social media platforms with responsibility
and respect Operational Security:

3.Please make sure to report people
conducting suspicious activity on SHAPE:

Our community does a great job of keeping
everyone informed using platforms such as
Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. However,
these platforms can turn hazardous if people
reveal too much information about themselves
or the community. Information such as units’
operational status, COVID -19 related decisions
and other internal activities. Please also watch
information about yourself and your family,
including dates that you will arrive and leave
and the exact position you or your loved one
will hold in the community. More importantly,
address grievances with the SHAPE community
to the proper entity. Do not use social media to
air discontent about SHAPE operations. Contact
the responsible department directly.

If you spot a person taking pictures of the SHAPE
entrance or facilities protected by security gates,
please contact the SHAPE military police. Please
also report the use of drones, as they are strictly
prohibited on base. More importantly, do not
attempt to investigate these incidents on your
own. Do not approach strange individuals and
do not follow vehicles that appear suspicious.
Please record pertinent information and report
to proper authorities.

2. Do not sponsor unknown persons to access SHAPE

Unless you are personally related or know for
certain a person has business on SHAPE, DO
NOT sponsor people onto the SHAPE campus
for any reason. This include major community
events such as SHAPE Fest and various other
celebrations. If you do choose to sponsor friends
or loved ones onto the base, they MUST stay with
you. You must escort them on the base, remain
with them while they are in the community,
and then escort them safely off the base. This
ensures only the right people have access to the
installation. If an individual you are not familiar
with asks you to assist them to access base, please
report this to the proper authorities.

4. Make sure to stay up to date on the latest
threats in our area and the places you travel:
If you work for NATO or travel on NATOs behalf,
be sure to stop by the local counterintelligence
office to receive an update on the events to be
aware of at your destination. Also, reporting back
some of the anomalies you encountered on your
travels helps our team stay up to date on hazards
in other areas.

James Bond may be a fictional character, but
that doesn’t mean no one can protect us from
espionage. YOU are the hero we need to keep
our community safe. Don’t let us down!
If you think you need to speak with ACCI,
contact us at:
SHAPE Field Office (SFO):
Bldg. 101, Room K125
Tel: 065-44-8809/8811
Email: accisfodistro@shape.nato.int

www.shape2day.com
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Legal News !

By Borja MONTES TOSCANO
LAWFAS Content Manager
ACO Office of Legal Affairs

Deputy Prime Minister Sophie Wilmès

... Awarded with Serge Lazareff Prize

O

n Friday 15th October, Mrs. Sophie Wilmès (Deputy Prime Minister of Belgium and Minister

of Foreign Affairs) was awarded with the Serge Lazareff Prize - Legal Services 2021 for her
outstanding and exemplary performance during the COVID-19 sanitary crisis.

M

rs. Sophie Wilmès was
presented with the award
by Mr. Andrés Muñoz
Mosquera (NATO ACO OLA Director),
in the presence of the SHAPE Vice
Chief of Staff Lieutenant General Brice
Houdet, Belgian Authorities to SHAPE
(Chief Superintendent Lupcin, Captain
Warnauts and Lt. Col. Porcu) as well
as a representation of SACEUR’s legal
advisers (BGen Kriz, Mr. Baillat, Col.
Durhin, Maj. Lingyte-Buzinskiene,
Capt. Nervión, Ms. Juárez, Mrs. Flueras,
Ms. Pacios, Mr. Da Silva Miguel, Ms.
Sümer and Ms. Jaouad).

16
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Since 2017, the NATO ACO Office of Legal Affairs
hosts this Prize which aims to recognize the efforts
made by people (both lawyers and non-lawyers)
to achieve common interests and concerns within
and outside NATO. The pandemic has challenged
our societies and trust in public institutions and
the rule of law have been fundamental in order
to overcome difficulties. The hard work made by
Deputy Prime Minister Mrs. Wilmès has enabled
Belgium to better face this crisis and save more
lives. All these facts make her deserving of this
award. Her commitment is another example of the
way paved by Serge Lazareff, who inspires NATO

jurists in order to complete the tasks mandated by
the North Atlantic Council. Mrs. Wilmès specially
emphasised that as a Belgian Citizen she had been
entrusted to solve the difficulties posed by the
sanitary crisis and reminded the importance of
providing service to all the citizens.
The NATO ACO OLA wants to inspire individuals
to pursue this path of collaboration, research and
work by taking pride in hosting this Prize. SHAPE
and the NATO ACO OLA once again congratulate
Deputy Prime Minister Mrs. Wilmès for this welldeserved Prize and wishes her all the best for
future endeavours. We are NATO!

www.shape2day.com
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More Legal News !
Legal Operations - Legal Clinic
talks with IDC Herzliya and
Mohyla Academy
ast September, ACO OLA Legal Operations Team
heard the conclusions of the Legal Clinic reports
concluded by students from IDC Herzliya (Israel)
and National University of Kyiv-Mohyla Academy (Ukraine).

L

This academic year, both institutions have worked on
several ‘Lawfare/Legal Operations case studies’ and this
research has identified many cases, particularly varied
and very informative situations, in which the law has
been used for operational and/or strategic purposes. In
the case of IDC students, they have developed a total of six
case studies, i.e., the illegal annexation of Crimea in 2014,
the South China Sea Arbitration in 2016, the misuse of
the term ‘peacekeeping’ by Russian Federation to send
troops in Eastern Ukraine, Anchugov and Gladkov case
before the European Court of Human Rights, among
others. On the other hand, Mohyla Academy students
delved into Strategic Litigation and Defensive Lawfare as
well as Domestic Law Legislation and International Tools
of Russia’s Lawfare against the West. The ACO OLA Legal

By Borja MONTES TOSCANO
LAWFAS Content Manager
ACO Office of Legal Affairs

Operations Team (Brigadier General Pavel Kriz and Mr.
Rodrigo Vázquez Benítez) heard the conclusions of the
reports prepared by students and exchanged enriching
discussions with students both from a scholar and
practitioners’ perspective.
These case studies have highlighted how both
revisionist and rogue nations are shaping international
law at their convenience and the different problems
posed by these nations’ conduct when challenging
the Rules-Based International Order to advance their
interests. These facts demonstrate once again that the
use of the legal domain has come to stay and NATO
nations need to foster awareness and resilience in
order to counter hybrid threats. On this, the NATO
ACO OLA has been developing doctrine, methodologies
and tools in order to operationalize the concept of
legal operations along three main lines of work: legal
operations response, effects and anticipation, legal
vigilance and legal operations training and education.
Hence, these academic activities are crucial in order to
foster deterrence and to anticipate possible legal effects
of actions taken by NATO adversaries. NATO needs
to fulfil its noble mission of ensuring collective selfdefence among its members to promote peace, stability
and respect for the rule of law.

NATO Decision-Making and Membership - SHAPE legal inputs
during Doctoral Seminar hosted by Ku Leuven University

18

On Monday 4th October, the Leuven Global Centre for
Global Governance Studies hosted a Doctoral Seminar
on NATO Decision-Making and Membership. Ms. Anne
Verhelst (Research Foundation Flanders (FWO) and
Researcher at Ku Leuven) gave an academic talk on
NATO institutionalization and the different challenges
that the Alliance has faced in relation to its legal status
and operations. The following scholars and practitioners
were present during the Zoom meeting and exchanged
enriching discussions: Prof. Dr. Jan Wouters (Ku
Leuven), Prof. Dr. Niels Blokker (Leiden), Mr. Baldwin
de Vidts (Former Director of the NATO IS Office of Legal

SCL

Affairs), Prof. Dr. Ramses A. Wessel (Groningen), Mr.
Andrés Muñoz Mosquera (ACO OLA Director), Dr. Stella
Adorf (Head of Situational Awareness at the NATO
Situation Centre) and Dr. Olivia Herman (KU Leuven).

Ms. Verhelst put special emphasis on how the rule of
consensus has persisted throughout NATO history and
its evolution from unanimity during the 1970s. Ms.
Verhelst also discussed NATO silence procedure and the
possibility to opt out of or acquiesce in a NATO decision.
She further illustrated these administrative practices
through historical examples of Operation Allied Force

and the 2003 decision-making deadlock. The seminar
also discussed the extent to which Member States play
an autonomous role in NATO’s collective decisions and
how does NATO consensus shield a Member State from
individual responsibility. Ms. Verhelst also talked about
NATO membership and the lack of a legal basis for the
suspension or expulsion of a NATO Member State when
it violates the North Atlantic Treaty.
ACO OLA Director put special emphasis on the
institutional features of NATO and its understanding as
an Alliance and as an Organization. He also highlighted
SACEUR’s authority and its direct subordination to
the North Atlantic Council. Hence, in the same way
the NATO ACO OLA and the NATO IS OLA have not
a hierarchical relationship. In addition, Mr. Muñoz
Mosquera gave further details on the rules regarding
decision-making and how the process evolved in the
1970s from unanimity (‘consensual decisions’) to
decisions taken by consensus (by ‘silence procedure’).

On the other hand, ACO OLA Director briefly explained
the main challenges that NATO will face in the coming
years such as the emergence of China, hybrid threats,
AI and cyber domain. Slight reference was made as well
to the challenge of Privileges and Immunities that the
majority of International Organizations have to face for
their daily functioning.

e-LAWFAS latest activities

Since April, e-LAWFAS has incorporated
fourth-pillar functionality: Enhancing
Shared-Legal Knowledge. This new
capability entails the development
of further rapid-access multimedia
tools, which aim to create a better
institutional
legal
memory/
knowledge through pre-deployment
training, retention of lessons learned
and delivering of continuing legal
knowledge. ACO OLA, counting on the

assistance of SHAPE Photographic,
has already recorded two videos
and last September was the turn of
Colonel Nathalie Durhin (ACO OLA
Operational Law Branch, Chief) who,
together with ACO OLA Director,
briefed on the main operational
issues and challenges within NATO.
Colonel Durhin warned that NATO
nations differ in the application of
basic notions like self-defence, which
are fundamental to understand
the noble mission assigned to
the Alliance. She also stressed
the importance of reaching legal
interoperability when integrating
new concepts and their legal aspects
into the planning and conduct of
NATO military operations, focusing
on the practical consequences for
all stakeholders and in all processes.
The application of IHL to new
domains such as Cyberspace and
Outer Space is another concern that
needs to be addressed by NATO
nations in this decade. In addition,
the introduction of emerging and
disruptive technologies may lead
to further asymmetries in strategic
competition and now more than

ever legal certainty must be sought
in order to avoid accountability gaps
among the stakeholders involved.

On the other hand, COVID-19
restrictions are starting to be lifted
and on-site academic conferences
and trainings are starting to be held
again. The International Society
of Military Law and Law of War
held the ‘Silent leges inter arma?’
annual conference in Bruges (28
September – 1 October 2021). This
conferences gathered military and
scholar experts (Terry D. Gill, Paul
Ducheine, Françoise Hampson,
Marco Sassòli, Nathalie Durhin,
Geoffrey S. Corn, William H. Boothby,
Craig Jones, Tristan Ferraro,
Vaios Koutroulis, among others)
where they discussed current
challenges for military operations
such as Cyber Espionage, Foreign
Interventions in pre-existing noninternational armed conflicts or
Urban Warfare. These events are
an excellent platform to exchange
ideas and concerns among scholars
and legal advisors from nations and
international organizations.
www.shape2day.com
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e-LAWFAS Team provided a presentation on its
functionalities to the scholars and practitioners present
during the conference. The audience welcomed the
training received and exchanged ideas and opinions
with the e-LAWFAS Team regarding the pillars of
this capability. e-LAWFAS has played an essential
supporting role throughout NATO legal community
(and nations) during the COVID-19 in order to fulfil their
daily tasks in compliance with the information security
requirements. e-LAWFAS enables direct paralegal
support to more than a 100 legal offices including NATO
IS/IMS, Agencies, ACO and ACT headquarters and thirty
NATO military representatives offices and other NATOrelated personnel.

Serge Lazareff Prize
Award

By Office of Communications & Community Affairs Section (OCCA)

O

n Thursday, 23rd September, Colonel Ryan
Raymond (Commander, Base Support Group
SHAPE – US Army) received the Serge Lazareff
Prize – Legal Services award from Mr. Andrés Muñoz
Mosquera, ACO OLA Director, in a ceremony held at SHAPE
Headquarters, Juan Cortés Room (Building 102).
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Colonel Raymond has proven to be a valuable asset
providing continuous support and cooperation to the
SHAPE Legal services. He has been a major facilitator to
urgent and complex legal matters impacting SHAPE and
its Command, ensuring a successful achievement of the
North Atlantic Council’s mandates to SACEUR.

From your Community police
Where is the safest place for you to cross the street?

T

H

International Military Police
Community Police
Blg 102, Room 122
065/443333
Nathalie.Charest@shape.nato.int

T

he safest place to cross the
street is in the designated
area, in accordance with the
SHAPE directives. On SHAPE there
are many crosswalks to keep you safe
and help to facilitate the fluidity of
traffic. If, as a pedestrian, you are
within 20 meters of a crosswalk, you
must use the designated area to cross
the street.

E

Always keep in mind that even if
you have priority, for safety it is
important to look both ways before
crossing the street. Making eye
contact with the driver may help
both of you stay safe.
Remember to be visible, depending
on the weather, it may be difficult to
see pedestrians who blend in with the
background, which is why reflective
strips of light-coloured clothes can
help keep you safe on the road.

Stay safe!

E N JOY E V E R Y E DGE .

Source: SHAPE directive Traffic and
parking regulations; number 100-001

Environmental information (RD 19/03/04): bmw.be

4,9-8,4 L/100 KM • 127-192 G/KM CO2 (WLTP)
Louyet Brussels
Chaussée de Louvain 864
1140 Brussels
Tél. 02 730 49 11
www.louyet.bmw.be

Louyet Charleroi
Rue de Mons 80
6000 Charleroi
Tél. 071 20 22 60
www.louyet.bmw.be

Louyet La Louvière
Rue de la Déportation 61
7100 La Louvière
Tél. 064 77 30 30
www.louyet.bmw.be

Louyet Mons
Rue des Sandrinettes 48
7033 Mons-Cuesmes
Tél. 065 40 02 00
www.louyet.bmw.be

diplomaticsales@louyet.be

Louyet Sambreville
Rue Bois Sainte-Marie 180
5060 Sambreville (Auvelais)
Tél. 071 75 06 30
www.louyet.bmw.be

Louyet Sint-Pieters-Leeuw
Bergensesteenweg 720
1600 Sint-Pieters-Leeuw
Tél. 02 360 08 80
www.louyet.bmw.be

www.shape2day.com
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SHAPE International Band
By Staff Sergeant Nicholas Cressotti (U.S. Army)

The SHAPE International Band is a joint-service, international
military band comprised of twenty musicians representing
NATO member nations, dedicated to performing in support
of SHAPE, SACEUR, and the NATO Alliance. To mitigate
the spread of COVID-19, the SHAPE International Band has
temporarily postponed some upcoming public performances.
However, as operations slowly resume, we are once again
performing for official and public functions – some of which
are featured here.

SHAPE Fest
The SHAPE International Band had the privilege
of performing at SHAPE Fest to an incredible
audience. Every year the Allied and Partner
nations of Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers
Europe come together to share the food, music,
customs, and traditions of their home countries
during SHAPE Fest. This festival celebrates the
unity of NATO while showcasing the diversity of
its members and enhancing the military esprit de
corps that makes us the most successful Alliance
in history. This event was a huge success and
the SHAPE International Band was proud to
represent SHAPE.

Staff Sergeant Lonnie Thompson (U.S. Army) plays a solo at SHAPE Fest.

Promotion Announcement
The SHAPE International Band is proud to
announce that Staff Sgt. Miguel Davis (U.S. Army)
has been promoted to the rank of Sergeant 1st
Class. Sergeant 1st Class Davis is an indispensable
member of the SHAPE International Band. He
performs on piano and voice and is a key member
of the operations office. He also is the leader of
NATO Tonix and NATO Chill, using his talents
to arrange and compose music. Sergeant 1st Class
Davis is an active member of his church, using his
musical talents to entertain and inspire Soldiers
and civilians around the world. We are so happy
for Sergeant 1st Class Davis and his family.

Newly promoted Sergeant 1st Class Davis (U.S. Army) stands with family
and friends after his ceremony.

International Day
The SHAPE International Band recently
travelled to Allied Land Command in Izmir,
Turkey to perform at their International Day
celebration. In the morning, members of the
SHAPE International Band joined members
of other national military bands for the
opening ceremonies. Later in the evening the
SHAPE International Band presented TFX
to a diverse crowd of audience members who
were dancing and enjoying the day. This was
an incredible celebration of diversity and
culture and the SHAPE International Band
was honoured to be a part of it.
22
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Lieutenant General Roger L. Cloutier (U.S. Army), Commander of Allied Land
Command, presents Chief Warrant Officer 4 James Bettencourt (U.S. Army) with
a plaque in recognition of the contribution of the SHAPE International Band.

SHAPE LIFE

Band Member Spotlight:
MSG Stephanie Doehr
Master Sergeant Stephanie Doehr (U.S. Army) is a native of LaGrange, Ohio,
USA, where she grew up playing the flute. She enlisted in the United States Army
as a military musician in 2004 and has since been stationed at Fort Bragg, North
Carolina, USA; Fort Lee, Virginia, USA; and as Deputy Commandant of the
United States Army School of Music in Virginia Beach, Virginia, USA. She has
performed live with the Volunteers of the United States Army Field Band and has
extensive experience performing in a deployed environment, having served two
tours in Afghanistan in support of Operation Enduring Freedom. Master Sergeant
Doehr currently serves as a vocalist and flutist in NATO Unplugged as well as
Senior Enlisted Leader and Deputy Director for the SHAPE International Band.

Want to request the SHAPE International Band?
0032 065/44 3322
shapeband@shape.nato.int
Website: https://shape.nato.int/shapeband

Follow SHAPE International Band on Facebook and YouTube!

Visit our website, download our request form and
email it duly completed to us!

The SHAPE International Band features the following ensembles:
NATO Jazz Orchestra: Large jazz ensemble performing
big band music from the 1930’s through today.
NATO Jazz Combo: Small jazz ensemble performing
R&B and traditional & modern jazz.
Solo Vocalist: Soloist performing anthems for ceremonial
and official events.
Solo Instrumentalist: Soloist performing a variety of
styles for socials, balls, and official events.
Task Force X: Show band performing Popular, Rock,
and Dance music for large events.

NATO Chill: Small popular music group specializing
in soul and contemporary classics.
Ceremonial Band: Traditional military marching
band performing marches, anthems, and ceremonial
music for large indoor and outdoor ceremonies.
NATO Brass Ambassadors: Small ceremonial brass
ensemble performing anthems, marches, and chamber music.
Ceremonial Bugler: Solo bugler performing for
ceremonies and official events.

www.shape2day.com
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Where’s Souls Blossom:
The Dominican Hotel
By Judy Rae Merhar

A

n “urban oasis” in Brussels is a five minute
walk from Central Station and steps from the
Grand’Place. The gentle hum of Gregorian
chants drift through the rooms and elevators
ushering cares and concerns toward the place they
belong, the exit. The ambience of the former 15th
century Dominican abbey bestows guests peace and
quiet. Like a fine Belgian tapestry - religion, art and
history are entwined.
A disciple of redemption will appreciate how the hotel
has risen like a phoenix. It has been demolished and
repurposed over the course of its 500 year saga and
always shakes off the dust and resurrects. A colorful
history includes French artist, Jacques Louis David.
After the French Revolution, the neoclassical painter
self-exiled in Brussels at this location from 18161825. Within the walls of The Dominican he painted
his final masterpiece in 1824, Mars Being Dismantled
by Venus and the Three Graces. The pastel painting
is grand, measuring over 10ft in height, and a feast
for the eyes. As the title implies, Venus disarms the
God of War, as she and the three Graces replace
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items used for battle with gifts symbolizing love and
peace. The God of War’s protective metal shield is
replaced with softness, as Venus’ body leans in for
safeguarding, Make love, not war is the message this
painting unfurls. Venus, the three Graces and Cupid
work in harmonious unison dismantling, and they do
it with beauty and grace. Like the garland of roses
Venus brings to crown Mars, Jacques Louis David
wished for this painting to be the crown and glory
of his work. The artist stated publicly it would be his
last. And it was. The original is only minutes away by
foot at the Royal Museum of Fine Arts, but a replica
can be viewed on the wall in the Jacques Louis David
Suite. Bits and pieces of the memory of the artist are
scattered about. A marble placard is embedded in the
hotel’s exterior stone entrance commemorating his
death in 1825. Replicas of his work, along with quotes
by the artist adorn the hotel’s nooks and crannies.
What does a fig tree have to do with the hotel, monks
and art? In the center of what was once the cloister
courtyard and Jacques Louis David’s garden stands
a lovely fig tree. Fig trees have been the muse for
a multitude of artists and for many world religions,
each holding the fig tree sacred. Buddha is said to
have achieved enlightenment under the shade of its
branches and when Italian artist, Michelangeo painted
a scene in the Garden of Eden in the Sistine Chapel,
it’s a fig, not an apple tree the artist depicted on the
ceiling. Figs carry a secret, too. Unlike apples, oranges,
lemons and cherries, a fig’s flower blossom remains
hidden, inside. This symbolic tree is a kindred to both
the Dominican monks and Mars Being Dismantled
by Venus and the Three Graces. The modest sapling
extends an invitation to the unsuspecting passerby. It
offers protection in the form of a crown of leaves and
the fruit it bears offers nourishment. This solitary
arbor summons reflection while silently prompting
the viewer to look within and digest what has been
and what we hope might be. Seeds of kindness and
beauty, like the fig, bloom internally. And if the fig
tree doesn’t bring inner peace, your soul can battle
out cares and concerns in the hotel’s state of the art
boxing room. Either way, you’re certain to have a
good night’s sleep

From SHAPE With Love
Your monthly Recipe

By Judy Rae Merhar

Fig Cake Recipe
Ingredients:

Preparation:

-

- Preheat oven to 350 F
- Cream, suggar, eggs & oil in a mixing bowl
- Sift flour, salt, soda & spices
- Add to cream mixture
- Slowly add figs & nuts to the mixture
- Grease & flour loaf pan or bundt pan and
bake at 350 F

1C Sugar
4 Eggs
2/3 C Oil
3/4 tsp Cinnamon
1 tsp Allspice
1/4 tsp Salt
1C Nuts
2C Flour
2 tsp Soda
1pint Cooked Figs

www.shape2day.com
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By BAYIK Mehmet Emin OF-4, TUR Army

M

imar Sinan (“Architect Sinan” - “mimar” means architect
in Turkish), also called “Mimar Koca Sinan” (“Great
Architect Sinan” or “Grand Sinan”), (born c. 1490, died
17July 1588), most celebrated of all Ottoman architects, whose
ideas, perfected in the construction of mosques and other
buildings, served as the basic themes for virtually all later
Turkish architecture. Mimar Sinan was a total genius who
served as the chief Ottoman architect and civil engineer
for Ottoman sultans Süleyman the Magnificent, Selim II, and
Murad III. Mimar Sinan was responsible for the construction
of more than 300 major structures like mosques, palaces,
and other more modest projects, such as schools. His works
are still as robust as the day they were built, defying the
years. Known throughout the world, Mimar Sinan is respected
and admired by all nations.
The son of a stonemason, he received a technical education
and became a military engineer. He rose rapidly through the
rankstobecomeanofficerfirstandfinallyaJanissary(Yeniçeri)
commander, with the honorific title of Sinan. He refined
his architectural and engineering skills while on campaign
with the Janissaries, becoming expert at constructing
fortifications of all kinds, as well as military infrastructure
projects, such as roads, bridges, and aqueducts. At about
the age of fifty, he was appointed as “chief royal architect”,
applying the technical skills he had acquired in the army to the
“creation of fine religious buildings” and civic structures of all
kinds. He remained in this post for almost fifty years, until the
end of his life. Given the seventeenth century abandonment
of many non-traditional mosque typologies explored during
the sixteenth century, the age of Sinan was the height of
creativity and experimentation in Ottoman imperial religious
architecture. A uniquely prolific and inventive individual, Sinan
greatly benefitted from living and working during a time
when the empire’s patronage structure and ambition for
rapid and widespread development were most supportive of
stylistic innovation.

p
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Mimar Sinan held the position of chief royal architect
of the palace, which meant being the overseer of all
construction work of the Ottoman Empire, for nearly
50 years, working with a large team of assistants
consisting of architects and master builders. He headed
an extensive governmental department and trained
many assistants who, in turn, distinguished themselves,
including Sedefkar Mehmed Agha, architect of the
Sultan Ahmed Mosque (İstanbul, Turkey) and Mimar
Hayruddin, architect of the Stari Most (Bosnia and
Herzegovina). He is considered the greatest architect
of the classical period of Ottoman architecture. Mimar
Sinan’s works are among the most influential buildings
in history. Mimar Sinan’s architectural concepts were
incorporated into the design of the Taj Mahal, in the
Mughal Empire by Shah Jahan.
At the start of Mimar Sinan’s career, the Ottoman
architecture was highly pragmatic, and therefore
Mimar Sinan had to deal with an established, traditional
domed architecture. Buildings were repetitions of
former types and were based on rudimentary plans.
They were more an assembly of parts than a conception
of a whole. An architect could sketch a plan for a new
building and an assistant or foreman knew what to
do, because novel ideas were avoided. Moreover,
architects used an extravagant margin of safety in
their designs, resulting in a wasteful use of material
and labor. Mimar Sinan would gradually change all
this. He was to transform established architectural
practices, amplifying and transforming the traditions
by adding innovations, trying to approach perfection.
His training as an army engineer led him to approach
architecture from an empirical point of view, rather
than from a theoretical one. He started to experiment
with the design and engineering of single-domed and
multiple-domed structures. He tried to obtain a new
geometrical purity, a rationality and a spatial integrity
in his structures and designs of mosques. Through
all this, he demonstrated his creativity and his wish to
create a clear, unified space. He started to develop a
series of variations on the domes, surrounding them
in different ways with semi-domes, piers, screen walls
and different sets of galleries. His domes and arches
are curved, but he avoided curvilinear elements in
the rest of his design, transforming the circle of the
dome into a rectangular, hexagonal, or octagonal
system. He tried to obtain a rational harmony between
Şehzade Mosque - İstanbul, Turkey

p

Remembering
Mimar Sinan,
Master Architect
& Builder

Muallakkemer Mağlova Aqueduct - İstanbul, Turkey. Being one of the masterpieces
of the world aqua architecture, Mağlova Aqueduct is in 257m length and 35m height.
It is built by Mimar Sinan in 1562. Having a 450-year history, this aqueduct is in the
UNESCO World Cultural Heritage List. Photo:

Mehmed Paša Sokolović Bridge across the Drina River in the east of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, built by Mimar Sinan in 1575 - Višegrad, Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Mehmed Paša Sokolović Bridge is inscribed at UNESCO World Heritage Site. Photo:
By Julian Nyča

the exterior pyramidal composition of semi-domes,
culminating in a single drumless dome, and the interior
space where this central dome vertically integrates
the space into a unified whole. His genius lies in the
organization of this space and in the resolution of the
tensions created by the design. He was an innovator in
the use of decoration and motifs, merging them into
the architectural forms. He accentuated the center
underneath the central dome by flooding it with light
from the many windows. He incorporated his mosques
in an efficient way into a complex (külliye), serving the
needs of the community as an intellectual center, a
community center and serving the social needs and
the health problems of the faithful.

types of structures, including those with secular civic
programs. Another area of architecture where Mimar
Sinan produced unique designs are his mausoleums. The
Mausoleum of Şehzade Mehmed is notable for with its
exterior decorations and sliced dome. The Rüstem Pasha
Mausoleum is a very attractive structure in classical
style. The Mausoleum of Süleyman the Magnificent is an
interesting experiment, with an octagonal body and flat
dome. The Selim II Mausoleum with has a square plan
and is one of the best examples of Turkish mausoleum
architecture. Mimar Sinan’s own mausoleum, which is in
the north-east part of the Süleymaniye complex on the
other hand, is a very plain structure.

His masterpiece is the Selimiye Mosque in Edirne,
Turkey, although his most famous work is the
Süleymaniye Mosque in İstanbul, Turkey. The
development and maturing stages of Mimar Sinan’s
career can be illustrated by three major works. The
first two of these are in İstanbul: the Şehzade (Prince)
Mosque, which he calls a work of his apprenticeship
period and the Süleymaniye Mosque, which is the
work of his qualification stage. The Selimiye Mosque
in Edirne is the product of his master stage. Şehzade
Mosque is the first of the grand mosques created by
Mimar Sinan. The Mihrimah Sultan Mosque, which is also
known as the Üsküdar Quay Mosque, was completed
in the same year and has an original design with its
main dome supported by three half domes. When
Mimar Sinan reached the age of 70, he had completed
the Süleymaniye Mosque complex. This building,
situated on one of the hills of İstanbul facing the Haliç
(Golden Horn), and built in the name of Süleyman the
Magnificent, is one of the symbolic monuments of the
period. The diameter of the dome, which exceeds the
31 m (102 ft) of the Selimiye Mosque which Mimar Sinan
completed when he was 80, is the most outstanding
example of the level of achievement reached by Mimar
Sinan. Mimar Sinan reached his artistic peak with the
design, architecture, tile decorations and land stone
workmanship displayed at Selimiye Mosque.
Though Sinan is best known for his exploration of the
mosque typology, he was a capable designer of many

Mimar Sinan masterfully combined art with
functionalism in the bridges he built. The largest of
these is the nearly 635 m (2,083 ft) long Büyükçekmece
Bridge. Other important examples are the Silivri Bridge,
the Old Bridge in Svilengrad on the Maritsa (in Bulgaria),
the Lüleburgaz (Sokullu Mehmet Pasha) Bridge on the
Lüleburgaz River, the Sinanlı Bridge over the river
Ergene and the Mehmed Paša Sokolović Bridge over
Drina River (in Bosnia and Herzegovina).
In addition to mosques, mausoleums, bridges, Mimar
Sinan also demonstrated his expertise in constructing
aqueducts. While Mimar Sinan was maintaining and
improving the water supply system of İstanbul, he built
arched aqueducts at several locations within the city.
The Muallakkemer Mağlova Aqueducts over the Alibey
River in İstanbul, which is 257 m (843 ft) long and 35 m
(115 ft) high, has two tiers of arches, and is one of the
best examples of its kind.
When Mimar Sinan died, classical Ottoman architecture
had reached its climax. No successor was gifted
enough to better the design of the Selimiye Mosque and
to develop it further. His students retreated to earlier
models, such as the Şehzade Mosque. Mimar Sinan is
buried in a tomb in İstanbul, a türbe of his own design,
just to the north of the Süleymaniye Mosque, across a
street named Mimar Sinan Caddesi in his honor. He was
buried near the tombs of his greatest patrons: Sultan
Süleyman I and Haseki Hürrem Sultan, Süleyman’s wife.
www.shape2day.com
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VOLVO DIPLOMATIC SALES SMART SUITABLE DEALS.
YOUR PERFECT FIT.
Contact your retailer for your tailor-made quotation.

2,4 – 9,4 L/100 KM I 55 – 218 G CO2/KM (WLTP)

Contact your dealer for information about your vehicle taxes.
Environmental information RD 19/03/2004: www.volvocars.be
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+32 493 47 09 14

During his tenure, Mimar Sinan is said to have
constructed or supervised 476 buildings (196 of which
still survive), according to the official list of his works,
the Tazkirat-al-Abniya.
The list the different type of constructions and the
numbers of these constructions are as follows:
• 94 large mosques (camii),
• 57 colleges,
• 55 schools of theology (medrese),
• 52 smaller mosques (mescit),
• 48 bathhouses (hamam).
• 35 palaces (saray),
• 22 mausoleums (türbe),
• 20 caravanserais (kervansaray; han),
• 17 public kitchens (imaret),
• 8 bridges,
• 8 store houses or granaries
• 7 Koranic schools (medrese),
• 6 aqueducts,
• 3 hospitals (darüşşifa).

Selimiye Mosque.
Photo: Khirashima

Süleymaniye Mosque.
Photo: Ggia

Some of the works by Mimar Sinan are listed as follows:
• In İstanbul, Turkey: Süleymaniye Mosque, Şehzade
Mosque, Sokullu Mehmed Pasha Mosque (Azapkapı), Sokullu
Mehmed Pasha Mosque (Kadırga), Molla Çelebi Mosque,
Mihrimah Sultan Mosque (Edirnekapı), Mihrimah Sultan
Mosque ( Üsküdar), Nişancı Mehmed Pasha Mosque,
Rüstem Pasha Mosque, Zal Mahmud Pasha Mosque,
Kadırga Sokullu Mosque, Piyale Pasha Mosque,
Caferağa Madras, Yavuz Sultan Selim Madras, Kılıç Ali
Pasha Complex, Haseki Sultan Complex, Haseki Baths,
Çemberlitaş Baths, Muallakkemer Mağlova Aqueduct,
(It is in the UNESCO World Cultural Heritage List), Mimar
Sinan Bridge ( Büyükçekmece).
• Selimiye Mosque, in Edirne, Turkey (It is in the UNESCO
World Cultural Heritage List.)
• Mehmed Paša Sokolović Bridge, in Višegrad, Bosnia
and Herzegovina (It is in the UNESCO World Cultural
Heritage List.)
• Banya Bashi Mosque, in Sofia, Bulgaria
• Church of the Assumption, in Uzundzhovo, Bulgaria
• Koursoum Mosque or Osman Shah Mosque, in Trikala, Greece
• Juma-Jami Mosque (Han Mosque), Yevpatoria, in Crimea
• Hüsrev Pasha Mosque and its double medresse, in
Aleppo, Syria
•Taqiyya al-Sulaimaniyya Khan and Mosque, in
Damascus, Syria
• Khusruwiyah Mosque, in Aleppo, Syria
• Al-Takiya Al-Süleymaniya, in Damascus, Syria

References:
www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mimar_Sinan
www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Sinan
www.britannica.com/biography/Sinan
www.turkishculture.org/architecture-403.htm
www.archnet.org/authorities/492
www.fatih.gov.tr/sehzade-camii
www.omrania.com/inspiration/remembering-sinanmaster-builder-architect/
www.dailysabah.com/feature/2018/04/12/mimar-sinanmaster-architect-who-shaped-ottoman-lands
www.eliteworldhotels.com.tr/blog-en/travel/10-mustsee-works-of-sinan-the-architect-a-k-a-the-greatsinan-of-ottoman-architecture.5.3371.aspx
www.muslimheritage.com/uploads/Mimar_Sinan_
Great_Ottoman_Architect.pdf
Süleymaniye Mosque - İstanbul, Turkey. Photo: By Photo: Myrabella

Banya Bashi Mosque - Sofia, Bulgaria (photo: By Deensel
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LIFE IN ISS

ISS means Infrastructure, Storage and Supply

By Mélanie Dutat

D

ear all, this month I have interviewed the Head of the Property Accounting and Inventory
(PAI) Cell, OR-8 Oscar Rodriguez. Let’s discover together what his cell is responsible for,
and what his daily work is.

Dear Oscar, can you explain to us about your
professional career?
During 30 years in the Spanish Army, I have carried
out various tasks in national assignments, ranging
from a technical assistant in the Cartographicy
Section of the Geographical Centre of the Army,
to supervisory and command tasks in a military
Communications Centre in the Canary Islands.
Concerning my international experience, I worked
4 years for the NCIA as a military technician
providing technical support from CSU Torrejon
to all users in the Combined Air Operations
Center (CAOC TJ), located at the Torrejon Air Base
(Madrid). I have also been deployed abroad on two
occasions in CIS related positions in Headquarters
supporting missions of SFOR, in Sarajevo (Bosnia
and Herzegovina) in 2002, and of the United
Nations Interim Forces in Lebanon (UNIFIL) in 2017.
Apart from that, I have a university degree in English
Philology and several technical certifications, such
as ITIL Foundations and VMware.
How and when did you arrive to Shape, in that cell?
I arrived to SHAPE in August 2019 after applying for
various military positions in different Headquarters.
Since my arrival to the ISS Branch, it has been an
incredible experience due to the fact that my military
background does not include any position in which
I have had to perform any logistics related tasks.
Thus, my assignment in the PAI Cell has given me
the chance to discover my ability to rapidly adapt to
different terminologies and procedures.
Which work does the PAI cover? And what exactly
are your tasks in the office?
Under the supervision of the ISS Property
Accountable
Officer
(PAO)
the
Property
Accounting and Inventory Cell (PAI Cell) is primarily
responsible for accounting and checking all the
international property assigned to all Branches/
Divisions, Agencies and entities located on the
SHAPE Base. As you may imagine, controlling
such a big amount of items that includes office
furniture, heavy machinery and workers’ tools,
30
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would be almost impossible just for our 4-person
team. For this reason, all material is assigned
to Property Custodianship Holders (PCHs), also
named ‘Account Holders’, who are responsible
for the direct custody of such property issued
to them for further distribution to the users. It is
important to mention here that most of the times
such responsibility is not the main task of PCHs.
Therefore, their contribution and cooperation is
highly appreciated.
How many people are working with you? Can you
tell us a little bit about them and about their job
in the Cell?
For working purposes, all the tracked items
distributed, accounted and controlled by the PAI Cell
are divided into two categories: Non-Expendable
items (i.e.: furniture) and Capital Items (i.e.: nonCIS electronic devices, machinery and tools). As
mentioned before, as the PAI Cell Chief I lead a
team of three Supply Specialists: Mrs Julie Lecomte
is responsible for managing Non-Expendable
item requests and liaising with external providers,
registering the assets in the Supply Management
System and coordinating the reception and

delivery of requested items to PCHs with the
Movers Team; OR-4 Olivier Renders manages all
requests concerning Capital Items, coordinating
the approval, acquisition and further distribution
of such material to the appropriate Workshop/
PCH and performing the physical counting
of the assets distributed all over The SHAPE
Campus; and OR-4 Maria Rees who is responsible
for the full inventory of furniture, supporting
more than 60 PCHs in any question concerning
transfer of property, relocation of assigned assets
and the subsequent register update or inventory
adjustment.
Do you work in collaboration with other cells?
In which way?
The PAI Cell is not a big one within ISS but
coordination with other cells is essential to
providing a good customer service. Mainly,
we coordinate the reception of SF-8 forms
with the ISS Helpdesk, who in turn distribute
all customer’s requests. However, the most
important relationship is with the Movers team
since they are in charge of the reception, storage
and distribution of the material and appliances
requested in our cell to external providers. As
you can imagine, the link between both cells
is essential to guaranteeing the correct and
precise distribution of the assets.
Your cell is also involved in out-processing
formalities, what is the procedure for these
formalities? Who does it concern?
According to SD 040-009, all personnel
leaving SHAPE must complete the SF-52 form
(International Departure/Clearance Certificate)
which means they should obtain signatures in
various locations within SHAPE facilities. The
PAI Cell is one of the offices the sponsors must
visit before their departure. This way, no PCH
will finish their tour without having properly
completing their hand-over/take-over with the
incoming PCH.
With the pandemic, how did it work during
that long period? Did you need a permanent
person for the out-processing part? How could
you manage with the confinement? Was the
out-processing of people postponed?
It is clear that the pandemic has meant a period
of time in which it has been necessary to adapt
our habits and procedures to the new situation.
And the PAI Cell has not been an exception
to this since during the confinement a series
of measures were established to guarantee
the continuity of the service. For example, I

From left to right : OR4 Maria Rees; Property Accounting Supply Specialist, Julie Lecomte; OR8 Oscar Rodriguez; OR4 Olivier Renders

requested the creation of a shared mailbox only
accessible to all PAI Cell members to ensure all
of us could process and manage item requests.
Due to movement restrictions, the access to our
office was also limited but some international
staff still required the signatures for the SF-52.
As a consequence of such sanitary measures, all
users were informed about the new procedure
implemented in close coordination with FSCEP
Registration Section to get the signature of our
office, which basically consisted of sending an
email to that common mailbox. Several times a
week, a member of the cell checked the mailbox
and replied to those messages involving both
out-processing and items requests. As a result of
those actions, no customer’s request remained
unattended.
How do you see the future of your cell?
As part of the BSG/ISS Branch, the PAI Cell plays
an active role in SHAPE daily operations because
activities such as asset management and asset
accounting activities concerning ACO Property
and internationally funded equipment required
to accomplish ACO’s mission are essential. The
implementation of new projects on the SHAPE
Base is foreseeable and The PAI Cell will be fully
involved in the distribution and delivery of any
material that will be necessary for the proper
functioning of all Commands, Agencies and
Units operating inside the Base.

I really thank OR-8 Oscar Rodriguez for all
the clear explanation about his cell’s work.
Next month, we’ll interview our Software
and Process Cell, an important department
for our off ices. I wish you a great month of
October, with the famous ‘Oktoberfest’!

To join us:
BLDG 214- Room 110 - 065/44.55.55
info.helpdesk.iss@shape.nato.int

www.shape2day.com
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It's storytime
at the library!
By Lara Harrison, Public Services Librarian

of reading. By incorporating songs, rhymes, and
games with pictures book read-alongs, children
learn the rhythms and sounds of language. They
also build their vocabulary while learning how much
fun books can be! Plus, storytimes are wonderful
social opportunities for children and caregivers
alike. Children are learning to interact with books,
but with each other as well.
Children’s storytimes are more than just fun,
though. Storytimes are an important part of
building early literacy skills, which are critical to
building strong verbal, analytical, and language
skills. Even our littlest book lovers can benefit, with
our storytimes for infants on Wednesdays at 0930,
resuming October 20. Numerous studies have shown
how exposing children to more words, especially in
books, before they begin school yields visible results
throughout their education. The greatest amount of
brain growth occurs between birth and age five, so
the earlier we start building our children’s verbal
skills, the better!

’mon over sing a song,
Make yourself comfortable and read along,
At the library! It’s storytime!

C

We’re back everyone! Storytimes at the SHAPE
International Library are resuming this month on
Monday, October 18th. Our storytime schedule this
fall will be:

Language Toddlers (ages 1-4 years old) - Monday 1015
* French
Language Preschool (ages 3+ years old) - Monday 1615
* French
Language Toddlers - Tuesday 1015 - beginning November 2
* English
Language Preschool - Tuesday 1615 - beginning November 2
* English
Storytime (ages 0-18 months) - Wednesday 0930
* Infant/Lapsit
* German Language Storytime (all ages) - Friday 1015
Please note, the English Toddler and Preschool
storytimes do no resume until November 2, when the
SHAPE Library returns to regular hours. Meanwhile,
the weekly storytimes at Chievres are also continuing.
Every Wednesday at 1030 and at 1300, you can join
the Chievres staff for storytime at the Chievres
Branch Library. The full schedule of storytimes is
always posted on the Chievres MWR website (https://
chievres.armymwr.com/categories/libraries), and
on the SHAPE International Library Facebook page.
We are excited to see everyone again, but please be
sure to register with either SHAPE or Chievres library
for the storytime you wish to attend.
Storytimes are a warm and welcoming way to
introduce children to stories, books, and a love
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In addition to storytimes, the Library participates
in the 1000 Books Before Kindergarten program,
which helps parents get their children excited about
reading. Parents track books they read with their
children, who earn awards for every 100 books read.
In fact, it’s never too early to start reading with your
kids. The library offers Baby Bags to expectant or
new parents. In these bags, we provide information
on early literacy skills, details about our infant
storytimes, and a board book to begin your new
arrival’s own library.
However you choose to join in the fun, we look
forward to seeing you at the SHAPE International
and Chievres Branch libraries. Check our calendars
online for more program dates, times, links, and
more details! All events can be found on the
Chievres MWR website: http://chievres.armymwr.
com/europe/chievres/categories/libraries and on
the SHAPE International Library Facebook page.
As always, our events, programs, and the library
account itself are all free with your SHAPE ID card!

F

Share-a-Meal Appeal to the SHAPE and Chievres Community!
Courtesy of Share-a-meal

ive local Belgian Food Banks look
forward to SHAPE’s Share-A-Meal annual
food drive scheduled from 13 October –
23 November 2021.

The details will be posted in SHAPE Community Life
and SHAPE2DAY as well as on our Facebook page:
@SHAPE Share-a-Meal!
Share-a-Meal (SAM) has been supporting local
families and charities for 32 years. In 1985, Mr. Tommy
Temple was the Ecumenical Charity Liaison at he
SHAPE Chapel, he was approached by a Canadian
teacher who offered to provide 10 boxes of food to
provide for 10 families in need at Christmas.
Today SAM, has changed a little from tht first year,
but the need is still there. Nonperishable food
donations are very much appreciated at 5 large
local charities and monetary donations from

organizations and individuals help us continue
the “SAM Grocery Program”.
With your food donations, SAM will provide bulk
food to E.S.oP. in Cuesmes. They have asked for
boxes to be filled with food from the list in the
picture. It provides a solid staple for children or
the elderly with some space for a special treat for
the holiday.
With your financial contributions, our international
group of volunteers at the SAM Council will buy
1000 € worth of food from the local Colruyt as
part of the SAM Grocery Program for each of
the following charities: Utopia La Louviere, Les
Ouvriers du Coeur Peruwelz and Saint Vincent de
Paul Maffle in Ath and Saint de Paul in Leuze. Last
year, one of them bought only UHT milk. Can you
imagine the pallet size of 1000 Euros of milk?

SAM needs you to help those in need. We always need volunteers to help with this event. We have
worked with other organizations in the past and welcome any person or group to help us.
If you wish to donate food, money or your time, please contact SAM at samatshape@gmail.com.

www.shape2day.com
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you are interested in connecting. Reaching out might
make you feel vulnerable. This feeling won’t last for long.
It may lead to lunch, shared activities, and a blossoming
friendship. It may not. Try not to focus on the outcome,
what is important is that you made the first step towards
connecting with someone that you like.

2. Disconnect from technology

Meaningful Connections at SHAPE
“It’s the people that make the place.”
In last month’s edition, I wrote about the importance of
staying connected with our friends, family and community as
a way to take care of our wellbeing and to stave off a feeling
of loneliness. Close relationships, not fame or fortune, are
what keep people happy throughout life. It is through real
connections that we derive a sense of identity and belonging
and feel love and acceptance. We need meaningful connection
to thrive.
However, what if you don’t feel to have created any meaningful
connections here at SHAPE. What if social isolation caused
by the pandemic has left you feeling alone and disconnected
from others? Many of us are either new to SHAPE or have
recently had to say goodbye to friends as their tour has ended
here. It’s the nature of SHAPE! It makes developing the skills
and confidence in relationship building even more important!
It’s in our best interest to learn how to cultivate deep and
meaningful friendships and it’s not as hard to do as we think!

“It’s so hard to find new friends!”
Studies show that people in their 30’s prefer to spend time
cultivating established relationships, rather than creating new
ones. Whilst it might be tempting to focus on the relationships
that you already have, making friends at SHAPE will ensure
that you fully enjoy the opportunities that life at SHAPE has
to offer. Close friendships and partnerships offer countless
benefits. With others we can have fun, find happiness,
understanding, laughter, encouragement, love and affection,
challenge and compassion. Our moods, health and lives are
improved when we are deeply connected to others. You might
meet the new friend that could transform your life here at
SHAPE!
So, how do you change your mindset and discover, create,
and maintain deep connections? How do you find true
friends who you can count on, who enjoy you being you and
understand you like no others!

5 Ways to Creating Fulfilling
Relationships at SHAPE
Here are my 5 guiding principles to cultivating meaning
connections:

1. Be brave and make the first move
The first step is always the hardest! Inviting someone
who you met in the school playground, at a gym class
or on a SHAPE trip, for a coffee is a way to show that
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How much time do you spend interacting with people vs
technology? How many people are you friends with that
you haven’t met in person? It’s very easy to get into the
habit of living your life through your technology. There is
no substitute for in-person contact. Try to schedule into
your diary at least one friendship opportunity per week
that will allow you to talk and connect with someone. Next
time you are out or participating in a group activity you
might want to suggest having a coffee to someone. If the
last time you met for coffee was initiated by someone else,
this time you might want to suggest lunch.

3. Show interest in the person

“I will listen. I will not interrupt. I will encourage. I
will pay attention. I will listen, deeply and daringly.”
Being seen as interesting starts when you show interest.
Getting to really know someone requires your undivided
attention. No mobile phones. No distractions. Make time
for the person and take the time to listen to them. Avoid
focusing on what it is that you want to say and really listen
to what it is that they are sharing with you. There is a
chance that English may not be the person’s first language,
so be sure to be patient and reassuring. Try to disengage
any judgment and instead approach the conversation with
genuine curiosity. Be present. Give good eye contact – it
helps to deepen the connection. Avoid jamming yourself
– try to make sure you don’t have anything else planned in
the same morning or afternoon.

4. Invest in the person
To develop a deep connection and really get to know someone,
you need to dive below the surface and ask deeper questions.
Whilst the first few conversations might remain about the
niceties, for the relationship to build, you need to move away
from chit chat to meaningful talk. You might feel vulnerable,
but it will help you to build a more intimate relationship.
These are the different ways that you will get to know someone:
- General traits – you will get to know their traits, personality,
preferences and quirks.
- Personal concerns – you will start to understand their beliefs,
values, philosophy and worldview.
- Self-narrative – they will start to tell you stories about how
they are, how they view life and the world, and how they find
purpose and meaning.
You want the conversation to flow naturally. However, it might
be a good idea to put some thought into the questions that you
would like to ask the person before your meeting. It might also
help to ensure that you don’t do all the talking, especially if you
are an extravert!

By Ingrid Covington

Each culture has its own way for valuing and expressing the
importance of friendship. During my first year at SHAPE, a
friend presented me with a box of chocolates to celebrate their
national friendship day! It was such a nice gesture and had a big
impact on me. It inspired me to ask more questions about their
culture and traditions and motivated me to share more about
my culture and traditions.

5. Be a friend someone can rely on
True connections involve an emotional as well as an
intellectual exchange. It is important that we feel reciprocity
in the relationship. Sometimes, a friend may need advice
and support, so the focus may be on them. Eventually, the
relationship will balance out when it is your turn to ask for
advice or support. Be consistent with your support – by being
consistent and by doing what you say you are going to do, you
will build trust and confidence in the friendship.

Finding Friends at
SHAPE
There are many ways to make
friends at SHAPE. In addition to the
activities organized by your nations,
here are some of the activities where
friendships can be made:
SHAPE Language School
SHAPE Language Buddies
CrossFit
SHAPE Travel Group
Volunteering		
Yoga
Zumba
SHAPE Walk and Talk
SHAPE International Women’s Club

International Runners on Base
Tennis on base
Badminton ClubSHAPE
Golf Association
SHAPE Cycling Club
SHAPE Bowling Club
SHAPE Players
Circuit Training
Winter Run programme

Many of us feel reluctant to ask others for support. It might
leave us feeling vulnerable and in debt. A friend reaching out
and asking for your support or confidence is often the greatest
marker of a deep and caring friendship. Needing help, rather
than a weakness, is a strength and a sign of the strength of
your friendship built on trust and honesty.
Ultimately, deep friendships encourage you to grow and allow
you to support the dreams and goals of each other. One of the
ladies who used to be a part of the CrossFit group has moved
back to her country and just completed the London Marathon.
It was inspiring to see her CrossFit family sponsor her and
cheer her on from afar. Developing meaningful connections
turns a seasonal friend into a friend for all seasons.
Acquaintances and friendships can touch our lives in profound
and unexpected ways, if we allow them. Shift your focus to
getting to know someone new or getting to know someone
you already know even better. Alter your expectations of what
you are looking for from a friend and open new possibilities
that might lead to unexpected benefits like you growing as
a person or attempting a challenge that you never imagined
you could accomplish. If you follow the 5 principles, your
investment will be rewarded. You will create a network of
love, care, and understanding. You will be there for your
friends and they will be by your side when things get tough.
Your friendship will stand the test of time.

SHAPE High School
The SHAPE High School played their first home football
game of the season. There was a great turnout – the
atmosphere was charged with high energy! The 16-strong
Cheerleading team brought spirit to the field and they were
accompanied by the fantastic SHAPE High School band.
The Spartan football team played an excellent game. The
next and final home game of the season will be on Saturday
23rd October and will be extra special because it will be the
Homecoming game! Thank you for your support!
Go Spartans!

www.shape2day.com
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20 min far from SHAPE •Great shopping experience • Easy parking

Domaine du Bocage
•Remarkable 19th century
mansion house
•Concept store in the heart of an estate
awarded « outstanding garden »
•Specialized in garden decoration
•Specialized in home decor gifts
& fashion accessories
•Relaxing & peaceful
walk in the park
•Gourmet restaurant

quintessence.givry

Route de Beaumont 56,
7041 Givry (Mons)
065/97.10.16
quintessence-deco.be
info@quintessence-deco.be
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Wed-Thu: 13.00 PM - 18.00 PM
Frid-Sat: 10.00 AM - 18.00 PM
Sun: 9.00 AM - 13.00 PM

ANCIENT GREEK
Aristophanes
By Vasileios Manousakis , OF-4 (GRC)

Introduction

Actors

The ancient Greek comedy doesn’t begin from
Aristophanes. That epoch, another 50 writers had
produced their comedies, none of which unfortunately
are saved. As for tragedies, we only have 26 out
of 500. When we are talking about dramas, we
are referring both to tragedies and comedies.

Normally, only 3 actors were performing all roles so they
had to change costumes backstage, that’s why we don’t see
more than 3 actors acting and interacting simultaneously,
besides Choros. They had to play females roles as well, as
women were not allowed to act. Women were permitted
though to at-tend to these dramas with their kids. The kids
could actively participate as actors too. Actors were wearing
short suits so as to create fun and joy by their gestures.

The biography
Aristophanes was born in Athens from wealthy parents
around 445 BC and he wrote his first comedy at the age of
18. He was educated on the Homeric po-ems while these
were the lessons in class for the ancient Greek students. He
wrote 44 comedies but only 11 of them have been saved to
this time. It is in his drama (Ekklesiazousai, The Assembly
Women) where we can find the big-gest word in the world.

The origin
The comedy originate from he ancient agricultural celebrations
of fertility of grapes and goods, with euphoria and wine feasts
(they were called Co-mos). People were teasing each other
(as we do nowadays too) and pretend-ing to act or resemble
some fellows of the audience in a mocking way. This was the
beginning that led time by time to the comedy itself. These
dramas were played every year, during the celebrations of
Lenaia and Megala Dionysia in honor of god Dionysius.

Theatre’s formation
The writer was also but not necessarily, the director.
Actually when the ancient Greeks were referring to drama
they used the verb «teach» in Greek. A comedy was teached
and that implies that these dramas were viewed as social,
political and educational lessons open (free of charge) to
public. The actors were paid by the city-state and the rest
of the financial support was as-signed to a wealthy citizen,
who was called Chorigos. Three writers competed each
other with 3 dramas each, to achieve the best award.
It is self-evident the great importance and fundamentality
of these dramas presented to the audiences, from the state’s
perspective.These dramas were teached during day light only,
for 3 consecutive days. The audience had to use its fantasy and the
actors their skills so as to describe the night or some other scenery.

The writer, via an actor, could even speak directly about his
or others’ dramas, if he wanted to emphasise them to the
audience. The audience would not
attend passively the
drama (contrary to the tragedy), but would react to actors’
performances, as they sometimes were making directly fun
of the spectators. Good idea for the directors!!!

The mask
The actors were wearing a mask on their face, which had
wide eyes and mouth, being made for multiple purposes. The
first purpose was that the ac-tors could turn on the volume
of their speech so to be heard by the audience which was
sitting at the last seats. For example the theatre of Epidaurus
seats up to 14.000 spectators.
The second purpose of the mask was to show to the public
a constant feeling of delight, of sorrow, or other feeling
depending on the role. The mask helped them lose their
personal character in order to play the drama’s one.
The third was to protect the actor of making a mistake in his
gestures during his performance and as for the forth, I leave
it to your imagination!!!
Well OK, no worries, it could be to assist them in case they
wanted to rest on stage as only 3 people were performing
multiples roles…When they wanted to present a god on
stage they used a mask only.
Of course, if they had to express some particular emotions
other than their mask, they had to describe and demonstrate
them using their hands and body language. If they had to cry
or laugh, they had to cover their mask. This reminds me of
what we do spontaneously when we cry or laugh nowadays.

We need therefore to reveal that the theatres were constructed
amphitheatri-cally, in areas from which the audience could
observe far away the sea, the valley or the city. Both of
which were used by the actors when they wanted to show
some scenes related to their role and scenario. In other
words, nature was, actually participating in the drama too,
depending of course on open theatres.

To be continued with Aristophanes (part 2)....

www.shape2day.com
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SIS CANADIAN SECTION
GETTING READY FOR CHRISTMAS
By the SHAPE International School, Canadian Section, Christmas Market Committee

W

e are very excited to announce that the annual Canadian Christmas Market
will be held again this year on Saturday, November 13, 2021 in the international
cafeteria. Please mark your calendars for this incredible event. You will find
yourself surrounded with unique creations from all over Europe. The spirit of Christmas will
abound with music, lights, tasty treats and unique European and Canadian treasures. It is
the perfect opportunity to find Christmas gifts for family and friends here or back home!
party attendees a good time. Thus, the
first MOOSE MILK was created. A limited
number of bottles will be available for sale.
First come, first served!
Our Canadian School Christmas tradition
here at SHAPE is one of sharing with
others, dating back almost three decades.
Thirty years ago, a Canadian teacher,
here at SHAPE, approached the Chapel
wanting to help those in need of food
during the Christmas Season. It was from
this conversation that the “Share - A – Meal
(SAM)” Appeal was born. We are very proud
that the Canadian Section carries on the
tradition for such a great cause. On October
6, our school kicked off our 2016 campaign
to support the” Share - A - Meal” Program.
Students and staff have begun collecting
non-perishable food items signaling the
beginning of the season of giving.

In addition to the wide variety of vendors,
Tombola draws every half hour and a BBQ!
You will find everything from tapestries, to
antiques, to ornaments. As per tradition,
Moose Milk will be available for sale. It is
said that during WWII , while looking for “a
little joy in wartime”, a Royal Canadian Air
Force Flight Surgeon (Jack “Pony” Moore)
was tasked by the Commanding Officer
to create a drink appropriate for female
company with enough zing to provide all

We invite you to join us on Saturday,
November 13th from 10:00 – 17:00! Please
note that 5% of the overall profits made
at the market will go to support SAM. In
addition, we are kindly asking all visitors to
also bring a food donation in support of the
SAM Appeal. Help us keep up this 30 years
tradition of helping 150 families in need
this Christmas Season.

FYI: Please bring your Euros! It’s cash ONLY! See you at
the Canadian Christmas Market!!
*Covid Info: All covid measures will be in line with Shape measures: Masks are mandatory, hand
sanitizer will be available and sign-in mandatory for contact tracing
38
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48 th German
Christkindlmarket
By Dajana Zander / Virginia Kaiser

C

an you believe the summer is gone already?
Time is moving so quickly it almost makes you
dizzy. Let‘s slow things down a bit and create
memories that will last forever. We, the “Team
Deutscher Christkindlmarkt (CKM)”, would like to
invite you to the German Christkindlmarket. What
better to slow time than the eyes of cherry-cheeked
people dressed in winter clothes and a steaming
hot cup of mulled wine!
On November 27th the German Christkindlmarket
will open it‘s doors for one memorable afternoon
behind building 312 (German National Support
Element (DEU NSE)) from 12pm to 5pm. Due to the
pandemic situation, the CKM only could happen
as “click & collect” last year, so we hope that you
are even more eager to celebrate with us again
this year. The German Christkindlmarket is just
the event to get you in the mood for the 2021
Christmas season, and will provide everything you
could want or need to celebrate!
We are happy to announce that we can offer
you handmade advent wreaths again, and you
will also find traditional German handcrafts like
wooden items, knittings, homemade honey and
marmalades. A very unique and special offer
this year is a German sparkling wine, “SHAPE
edition“ made especially for us Shapians. One
of those could be the perfect gift for this year‘s
Christmas Eve. Additionally, both the German and
the International Choir will provide the Christmas
mood. Can you hear it already? „Last Christmas
I gave you my heart, but the very next day you
gave it away, this year, to save me from tears, I’ll
give it to someone special....“
Of course we will take care of your physical
well-being as well! You will find German classics

like bratwurst and beer, but there is so much
more to discover. Pan fried mushrooms and
some traditional German pan fried potato based
noodles, for example. If you are a sweet tooth
we can provide you handmade waffles, cakes or
warm candied almonds. But don‘t forget about
the “Gluhwein” (mulled wine) mentioned earlier, it
goes very well with every dish.
As a hint for our little guests, maybe Santa Clause
will be there and have some treats with him. Last
but not least, there will be a tombola with a brand
new iPad as first prize!
This year will be the 48th anniversary of the German
Christkindlmarket, and as any year, all revenues
will be donated to support organizations for
children and young people, aid organizations for
the socially disadvantaged, and organizations
that promote animal welfare in Mons and it‘s
surroundings.

We’re looking forward to see you there!
Your Team C K M

For further information come to visit us on
Facebook: “Deutscher Christkindlmarkt SHAPE“ or
send us an email to: ckm.shape@aol.com.

www.shape2day.com
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Spine Pain
Prevention
By Antoaneta S. Lazarova, Environmental Health Technician
SHAPE Healthcare Facility

O

ctober is Spinal Health month with world
spine day observed on Oct. 16. With spinal
issues and back pain affecting an estimated
1 billion people across all age groups, the purpose
is to bring awareness and promotion of physical
activity, healthy work conditions, and proper
lifting. A healthy spine is an often-overlooked and
essential part of a healthy lifestyle. People who are
overweight or obese, and who smoke, lift heavy
objects, or had a previous episode of back pain, are
more likely to experience back pain than others.
With the school year already started, children are
throwing on their backpacks and traversing the hallways
on their way to class. Nevertheless, with the new school
year brings a number of potential causes of spine and
neck pain. Abstract Bad posture of our children is not
insignificant aesthetic problem that disappears by time.

This is a serious health disorder, which often leads to
a permanent reduction of capability in life. Postural
disorders and spinal deformities are among the most
common diseases in the period of childhood and
adolescence.

Zeiss computer lenses
for less eyestrain
(blue protect coating included)

Just keep your glasses on all the time
when you are in the office
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Bring this 50€ voucher valid on your next glasses
purchase with this type of high quality of lenses

There are variety of ways that the new
school year can cause problems for your
child’s back.
Backpack Basics – When wearing a backpack, make
sure your child has a durable backpack with two straps
that sits just above their waistline. Do not overload it,
keep the total weight of the backpack under 10-15%
of your child’s body weight.
Sport Specialization – Encourage your child to join
multiple sports or activities instead of just focusing on
one specific sport. Single sport specialization tends to
overwork a set of muscles while ignoring other areas
of the body, and this can increase the risk of injury.
Shoe Choice – Help your child find a shoe with
adequate padding and arch support. The spine
handles a lot of stress as a child walks.
Diet and Stress – A poor diet or stress eating can
contribute to weight gain and in turn put more
pressure on the spine with each step, so help your
children make good food choices. If they seem
stressed by homework or tests, help them find a way
to alleviate some of that stress. Exercise or family
activities can help achieve this.
Posture Care – the poor posture in their desks can
lead to lumbar and cervical spine problems. If you
notice that your child has poor posture when working
on homework, or they constantly have their head
turned down looking at their phone, talk to them
about the stress that is putting on their spine. Small
posture changes can do wonders when it comes to
preventing back pain
Because so many people suffer from spine pain, it is
important for you to try to keep your spine as healthy
as possible. Following simple posture, lifting, and
healthy lifestyle guidelines can help to keep you and
your child’s back in good shape. A nice and helpful tip

when standing is to keep one foot slightly in front of
the other, with your knees slightly bent. This position
helps to take the pressure off your lower back and
at all times, avoid twisting while lifting. Twisting is
one of the most dangerous movements for the spine,
especially while lifting. While sitting, keep your knees
slightly lower than your hips, with your head up and
back straight, avoid rolling your shoulders forward
(slouching) and try to maintain the natural curve in
your low back.
There are also some helpful tips and information on
sleeping to help reduce or minimize back pain.
Sleeping on your back puts approximately 50
pounds/23 kilos of pressure on your spine. Other
positions may be better. Placing a pillow under your
knees while lying on your back cuts the pressure on
your spine roughly in half. Lying on your side with
a pillow between your knees may also reduce the
pressure on your back. Never sleep in a position that
causes a portion of your spine to hurt. Most often,
your body will tell you what position is best.

With the spine being as important as it is,
it is imperative that we take care of it the
best that we can.
www.shape2day.com
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By Marco FAVETTA, Maj. (OF-3), ITA AF

Discover

ITALY

W

e continue our journey in the Marche
region, where your eyes can enjoy
naturalistic beauties in the heart of Italy, from
the sea to the mountain passing through the
hills and the interior of this magic Region. The
traveller will able to feel unique enogastronomic
experiences, tasting some of the best Italian
wines and traditional local typical products.
Travelling in a twosome, alone or with friends
to discover old villages, historic squares, noble
Residences your will able to discover the region
Le Marche’s soul as a symbol of treasure about
the real Italy.
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Ascoli Piceno
This time will we travel to the enchanting town of
Ascoli Piceno, which is one of the most important
art towns in southern Marche and in central Italy.

Only who has visited Ascoli
can describe and transmit the
beauty and the typical essence
of the town’s travertine
monuments and splendid
squares. Only 23 km from San
Benedetto del Tronto, which
is a famous seaside resort in
the Adriatic Sea, Ascoli lies
in a plain surrounded by hills
and the Sibillini mountains
and offers tourists its history,
cuisine and art (the artistic
ceramics by Paolo Lazzarotti
are famous worldwide) as well
as the incredible tenderness
that only such a poetical town
can provide. The characteristic
buildings, streets and piazzas
tell the story of centuries of
history. From the facades of
its Medieval buildings to its
old maze of streets and trails,
Ascoli Piceno is a town of art,
culture and strong traditions.

Plaza Arringo

Attractions & surroundings

It is also a cohesive and
harmonious mix, due to the
widespread use of travertine
marble for everything from
simple buildings to palaces,
from the churches to the
pavement of its piazzas. Its two
main centers reflect ancient
and modern Ascoli: Piazza del
Popolo and Piazza Arringo,
respectively. The former is one
the most beautiful squares
in Italy and is known as “the
sitting room of Ascoli”, it was
the location of the old forum,
the residence of the Captains
of the People, and a vibrant
commercial center, whereas
the latter was once the
political heart of town, with
its Cathedral and Bishop’s
Palace. Many of Ascoli’s
museums are concentrated
in Piazza Arringo, also known
as ‘Museum Square;’ they
include
the
Pinacoteca
Civica (the public art gallery),
with its many masterpieces
by Titian, Guido Reni and
Giuseppe Pellizza da Volped;
the Diocesan Museum and the
State Archeological Museum.
The old town is well-protected
by the Tronto River and its
offshoot, the Castellano River,
while the modern town spans
eastward, following the Tronto
to the sea.

A tour of the churches here
might begin with the Church of
San Tommaso, and conclude
at Santa Maria Intervineas,
passing
14
Romanesque
churches and the Baptistery
(a common feature in Ascoli
Piceno) along the way. Ascoli
Piceno also possesses a
long-established
theatrical
tradition, as can be seen from
the many theatres built in the
19th Century, for example
the Filarmonici, the Ventidio
Basso, and the San Francesco
di Paola Auditorium.
Geographically,
the
city
occupies a strategic location
near Sibillini National Park,
the Gran Sasso-Laga National
Park and the Sibilla Peak.
Not far from the town lies Mt.
Ascensione, a destination for
pilgrimages during the Middle
Ages that, nowadays, retains
its sacred atmosphere. Indeed,
every year in May, thousands
of people ascend the mountain
on Ascension Day to carry the
Madonna da Polesio to the
church at its top.
Among events, La Quintana,
Ascoli’s jousting tournament, is
one of the most authentic and
exciting medieval shows in the
Marche and takes place in the
main square on the first Sunday
of August, as well as the Carnival
of Ascoli Piceno (FebruaryMarch), Fritto misto all’Italiana
(Italian fried food) in May- April
and the Antiques’ market (3rd
Sunday every month).
Moving on from Ascoli to San
Benedetto del Tronto, one
encounters towns such as Offida,
with its 15th-Century fortress.
Glimpses of the Middle Ages
can be found in Ripatransone,
also known as the belvedere del
Piceno for its panoramic location.
Among the coastal towns,
worthy of note are the narrow
streets of Grottammare, and the
sandy beach at San Benedetto
del Tronto.
www.shape2day.com
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The all-new

Sorento

HYBRIDE

PLUG-IN HYBRIDE

InternatIonal & DIplomatIe SaleS
Members of diplomatie organizations such as Shape, EEG or NATO are eligible for
attractive discounts with the Diplomatie Sales Department of Kia Motors Belgium.
Would you like to find more about our specific Kia conditions ? Or do you want to know if
you meet the conditions to profit from a diplomatie sales discount?
Please contact Kia Rousseau in Mons : diplo@rousseau-kia.net or +32 (0)65 87 90 01

KIA ROUSSEAU MONS
1,8 - 2,0 l/100 km (WLTP)

ROUSSEAU s.a.

Grand‘Route 69b - 7000 Mons
Tel : + 32 65 87 90 00
www.rousseau-kia.be

39 - 43 g/km (WLTP)

Contactez votre concessionnaire pour toute information relative à la fiscalité de votre véhicule.
(1) Basé
44 sur la législation en vigueur au 01/01/2021. Kia n’est pas responsable des changements éventuels dans la législation.
* 7 ans de garantie ou 150.000 km (selon la première limite atteinte, sans limite de kilométrage pendant les 3 premières années). ** Photo à titre illustratif.
E.R. :
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Giorgo

Nicolacopoulos
Your dedicated Contact
+ 32 (0)474 25 73 87

Local cuisine
The key element in the local cuisine is olive oil; it
enhances both the authenticity and simplicity of
every course. The fresh egg pastas are among
the leading dishes, from simple tagliatelle to
Campofilone maccheroncini and chitarrine.
The traditional eve of holiday menus includes
spaghetti in tuna sauce, green olives and tomatoes.
Alternatively, soups are made with cereals or
legumes sourced from the nearby mountains
(thinke wheat, lentils and beans).
The traditional second course is a mixed fry (fritto
misto all’ascolana), featuring the renowned local
olives, stuffed with meat, liver and tom
atoes and then deep-fried. They can be served as
an appetizer or as a snack.
The fritto can also include cream, zucchine,
artichoke and lamb cutlets.
Olives are also used in the turkey all’ascolana,
seasoned with aromatic herbs, juniper berries and
liver.
Piceno wines have gained a reputation throughout
Italy for their quality. The most popular are Rosso
Piceno, Rosso Piceno Superiore and the Bianco
Falerio dei Colli Ascolani.

to find out more, visit:
www.turismo.marche.it/en-us/
www.italia.it/en/discover-italy/the-marches/ascoli-piceno.html
www.comune.ap.it/staticfiles/depliand/dep_eng.pdf

Olive ascolane or all’ascolana
In Ascoli Piceno a special variety of soft, large
green olives has been grown since Roman times.
Olive ascolane are traditionally made using these
fine local green olives, which are then stuffed with
a meat filling, breaded and deep fried, making for
One of the most-loved foods and one of the bestknown, too.
The traditional recipe would call for olives that are
cut in spirals in order to remove the pit and forming
the olive around a small ball of meat (the meat is
often a mix of different meats, including veal, beef,
pork, or chicken).
Olive ascolane are often served as part of series
of deep-fried treats as fritto misto all’ascolana .
However, they can also be served as a standalone
appetiser or snack alongside your favourite
aperitivo.
Olive all’ascolana pairs with dry, crisp white wines,
including Verdicchio (a light, dry white wine of the
Adriatic coast of central Italy made from a variety
of white wine grape grown in the Marche)
www.shape2day.com
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THE SPORTING LIFE

f all the sports that are available in the area,
some that are often overlooked are right on
the base. The SHAPE American High School
gives the students the opportunity to play several
competitive sports such as baseball and basketball.
Another game that is not very well known in Europe
is football. Europeans call it American football.
One young man who has taken advantage of
these sporting opportunities is high school senior,
Alexander Kiss.

“I’ve been on a couple of different sports teams
with the Spartans,” the son of Warrant Officer Roli

Kiss of the Hungarian Army, who works at NSHQ
and his Canadian mother, Angela, a part of the
BSG ISS team.

“I have played tennis for my first 3 fall seasons prior
to football. I’ve also been lucky enough to be on the
basketball team, but sadly this experience has only
been 2 seasons long due to COVID-19.
Lastly, I have also been able to play for our
school’s baseball team; unfortunately this has also
only consisted of 2 seasons because of COVID
complications.”
When summer ends in the United States and
the chillier weather arrives, most Americans look
forward to football season – American football,
that is. There is a professional league, as well
as collegiate (college) and high school leagues
throughout the 50 states. SHAPE American High
School is no exception.
Alex has adopted this new, strange sport and has
grasped it well enough to be named one of the
team’s co-captains. It wasn’t really his intention
to put on a helmet and shoulder pads but you
must remember what peer pressure is like. Well,
perhaps not pressure.

“It was truly my friends who inspired me; they
wouldn’t let up until I joined. But I’m not complaining
that I did, it’s been a very unique experience.”
Of the 25 kids on the team, only about a half dozen
are American which, you would think, would put
them at a disadvantage against the usual teams
that they would play that are full of Americans, such
as the big American schools in Germany. But times
have changed.

“This year we are playing against clubs from
Belgium and the Netherlands (instead of the usual
American high schools), however that doesn’t
really change the game. It’s still as painful as every
single game.”
46
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The SHAPE Spartans three Hungarians – Levedi Tar, Alex Kiss and Lehel Tar

Their opponents whether Americans or Belgians,
shouldn’t underestimate the Spartans’ European
players; after all not many years ago the son of a
Spanish naval officer became good enough to play
for the US Military Academy, West Point. Alejandro
Villanueva currently plays for the Baltimore Ravens
of the National Football League (NFL). He started
his football career here at SHAPE.
If you get the chance, why not check out one of
the Spartans’ games. You too may fall in love with
America’s game.

Alex Kiss (#13) and his fellow co-captains

Now for something completely different; it has been
a relatively quiet football (the European one) month
for me though I did get to a few games that were
not too far from home.
Royal Francs Borains, who opened their division
3 season in the middle of September played their
first game at home against La Louviere Centre. I
covered this game for the website Yanks-Abroad
(www.yanks-abroad.co) as the team has an
American on their books – Maki Tall, a former USA
U-23 national team player who last played for AC
Ajaccio in French Ligue 2.
The team that plays in nearby Boussu had a very
difficult game and it took until Tall and strike partner,

Mahel Valadas came on as second half substitutes
before either team could find the back of the net.
Minutes after their introduction, the American set up
his Belgian colleague who lit up the scoreboard almost
immediately. Another goal followed and RFB claimed
their first victory in their season opener.
As I write this, the team had already played a second
game against Dessel Sport and also came out
victorious, leaving them the only team in the league
still undefeated. They’re an exciting team to watch
and since they are not very far from the base’s front
gate, I highly recommend a visit to their stadium.
Another game was less than an hour away. I drove to
Mouscron, sitting on the French border and not too far
from Lille, for the Royal Excel Mouscron against Royal
Excelsior Virton First Division B clash.
Other than watching a
game, I was meeting up
with an old friend who I
hadn’t seen in perhaps a
decade. Oguchi Onyewu,
who is still loved in Liege
played for Standard for
a few season’s and led
them to back-to-back
championships as well
as a Belgian Super Cup.
He also played for Milan,
Sporting Lisbon and has
capped 69 times for the USA National Team, taking
part in a couple of World Cups.
Guchi retired from playing but is back in Belgium with a
new challenge. He is the new secretary general of RE
Virton, which is basically a job that entails running the
team administratively. It’s a big challenge but one he
said he relishes.

Introducing the teams in Mouscron

A week later, before the rain began to fall, I decided
to head to Binche on a Sunday afternoon to check
out the local team, RUS Binche. They play in the
Third Amateur Division, the same as our local team,
Renaissance Mons 44. As a matter of fact, their
opponents on the day, Rapid Symphorinios share the
Charles Tondreau Stadium with Mons 44.
I truly love these lower level football games. There
is so much excitement and so much passion. Binche
also has an impressive following, including a pretty
loud and fanatical band of ultras who sang, banged
drums and lit flares during the game in order to
enhance the game day experience.
After a battle in the first half were each team scored
a goal, the floodgates opened after the intermission.
Penalties were awarded to both teams and a red card
was shown to a Rapid player. And the goals flowed.
The score ended 4-3 for the team from the town
known for its Mardi Gras celebrations.
If you prefer to watch the beautiful game at a higher
level, Club Brugge is currently participating in the
UEFA Champions League and doing very well. They
held Lionel Messi and PSG to a draw and then beat
RB Leipzig on the road. They do have two home
games left as I write this which will be against the
Germans and also Manchester City.
Royal Antwerp, Genk and Gent are involved in the
other European competitions with more home games
to come.
I also heard that Belgium has a pretty decent rugby
league that just got underway a couple of weeks
ago, so I will check that out and report back for those
interested in the sport. For now, it’s time to check the
football schedule and see where October will take me.

RFB’s Maki Tall fights off a defender.

www.shape2day.com
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NEW 3008 HYBRID4
29g CO2/km - New Peugeot i-Cockpit® - Awd Mode - Up To 300HP

WLTP (1) combined fuel consumption (l/100 km): from 1.2 to 1.4. WLTP (1) combined CO2 emissions (g/km): from 29 to 32.
(1) The fuel consumption and CO2 emissions figures mentioned comply with the WLTP homologation (regulation EU 2017/948). From 1 September 2018, new vehicles are type-approved using
the World Harmonised Light Vehicle Test Procedure (WLTP), which is a new, more realistic test procedure for measuring fuel consumption and CO2 emissions. The WLTP fully replaces the New
European Drive Cycle (NEDC), which was the test procedure used previously. Due to more realistic test conditions, the fuel consumption and CO2 emissions measured under the WLTP are in many
cases higher compared to those measured under the NEDC. The fuel consumption and CO2 emissions figures may vary depending on specific equipment, options and format of tires. Please

contact your dealer for more information. For more information www.peugeot.com

ISS/SODEXA OFFERS YOU A CONFIDENTIAL QUOTATION,
EXCLUSIVELY RESERVED FOR DIPLOMATS
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International Sales and Diplomatic Organisations
Your dedicated contact:
Guillaume Rocher: +33 (0)6 18 05 35 51 • guillaume.rocher@stellantis.com
www.psa-ventes-diplomatiques.com

www.shape2day.com
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COMING IN october - november

1h 45 min |Horror. Thriller

2h | Thriller. Action. Adventure

Sequel to “Halloween” (2018).
The Halloween night when
Michael Myers returned isn’t
over yet.

1h 36 min | Animation

Bond has left active service
and is enjoying a tranquil life in
Jamaica. His peace is shortlived when his old friend Felix
Leiter from the CIA turns up
asking for help.

A young girl’s love for a tiny
puppy named Clifford, makes
the dog grow to an enormous
size.

1h 33min | Animation.

1h 57min | Fantsy, Action, Adventure.

1h 57 min | Fantasy, Supernatural.

1h 50min | Drama, Fashion.

The film is centered on a young
girl and her family in Colombia,
who all have magical powers,
sadly, the young girl has no
powers.

The saga of the Eternals, a race
of immortal beings who lived
on Earth and shaped its history
and civilizations.

A single mom and her two kids
arrive in a small town, they begin
to discover their connection
to the original ghostbusters
and the secret legacy their
grandfather left behind.

Tracking the lives of the Gucci
clan, known for creating one
of the elite fashion houses and
putting its stamp on the fashion
business over the course of
decades.

1h 33 min| Animation
The Addams get tangled up in
more wacky adventures and
find themselves involved in
hilarious run-ins with all sorts
of unsuspecting characters.

Tel: 065 44 56 98

Email: cinema@shapemwb.be
Schedules available at:
www.SHAPE2DAY.com
1h 47min | Horror, Zombies.
A reboot of the ‘Resident Evil’
films based on the popular
horror video game series by
the same name.
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1h 38min | Drama, Family.
King Richard follows the journey
of Richard Williams, an undeterred
father instrumental in raising two
of the most extraordinarily gifted
athletes of all time, who will end up
changing the sport of tennis forever.

*Subject to change*

SHAPE International
Library

Bldg. 307 - Community Activity Centre
423-5631 or 065/44-5631
usarmy.shape.library@mail.mil
Mon-Fri: 1000-1800 hrs / Sat: 1000-1500 hrs

SHAPE International Library

Please follow us on Facebook at: SHAPE International Library for up-to-date hours, library news, and
virtual programs to include story times, STEM programs, and much more!
Weekly
Storytimes
Education on Monday, Wednesday,
Online Scavenger
Hunts
The
Library is open without LEGO
appointment
Friday 1000-1700.
Storytimes are held weekly for a range

Wednesday March 25 at 1400-1500 or at

The library has two online scavenger
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sign-inGerman,
is required.
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our
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the SHAPE International
Library.
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One hunt
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World
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to include:
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1100-1400isLibrary
Chievres
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also open!
6+
War I history,
while the otherLanguage
looks at
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for in-person
Feel
free to bring
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to enjoy
at Derek
World War II points of interest.
Blyth Walking Tours
one of the atrium
tables.to its pre-COVID schedule: Learning, educational resources for children and
browsing,
returning
either the SHAPE International
Derek Blyth is a travel
authorand
working
adults,
much,Contact
much more!
STEM
Tuesday-Friday
1200-1800 and Saturday
1000- and regularly leads or Chievres branch library for more
out of Brussels,
Wednesday
March
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details.for either physical or online
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search
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sign-in isor
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Secrets of different citiesBldg.
in Belgium.
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visit: Centre
areJoin
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to 16 the
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a time
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excitingat
world
Come join us for a walking tour
with423-5631
or
065/44-5631
http:/
/mwrlibrary.armybiznet.com
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science,
technology,
engineering,
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International
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you areusarmy.shape.library@mail.mil
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SHAPE International
Library

Do not miss the
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are free, but you are Online Scavenger Hunts
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the
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Library Facebook
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20for required.
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on World
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Your SHAPE Identity & Ration Cards are required to purchase fuel per SHAPE Directive 40-9.
not required.
Wednesday March 18 at 1400-1500 or walking tours about
the Hidden details.
For ages
6+
at 1600-1700
FUEL CARD PRICE INFORMATION

Secrets of different cities in Belgium.
Join us in exploring the exciting world Come join us for a walking tour with
• Purchasing a fuel card means you have purchased 100 or 200 liters of fuel at a set price. You have until the card expires (generally 9 to12
of science, technology, engineering, him! The next
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to pump
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your
authorized vehicle(s). Please note the EXPIRY DATE on the face of your card.
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the
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Your SHAPE Identity & Ration Cards are required to purchase fuel per SHAPE Directive 40-9.
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FUEL CARD PRICE INFORMATION
•

Purchasing a fuel card means you have purchased 100 or 200 liters of fuel at a set price. You have until the card expires (generally 9 to12
months) to pump the fuel into your authorized vehicle(s). Please note the EXPIRY DATE on the face of your card.

•

Belgium publishes a daily maximum cost per liter which businesses must not exceed. SHAPE contracts with Total to provide a fixed
monthly price. Your price will always be well below the maximum daily cost published by Belgium as it excludes taxes.

www.shape2day.com
Your SHAPE Identity & Ration Cards are required to purchase fuel per SHAPE
Directive 40-9. SCL
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Blgd. 307 Library
065.44.3884
065.84.5154
shapetripsandtours1@gmail.com
www.shape2day.com/shapetripsandtours.aspx

AMST ERDAM
06 NOV EMBER

Join us on a visit to Maastricht, the capital
offorLimburg-Netherlands.
Join us
a fabulous day in Amsterdam. You have
the day
to enjoy allat
the the
amazing
sightsMaas,
and sounds
Enjoy your free day in a big and old town
situated
river
which is
that make Amsterdam the beautiful city it is.
famous for its culture and its wealth of monuments.
Maastricht
is very
nice for
The city is bursting with
architecture, design,
history,
museums, cafes, restaurants, and shops and of course
shopping, food and drinks as well!
the world famous canals. The day is yours to explore..
Some ideas to see and do on your free day:
55 €
Maastricht underground
• Basilica of Our Lady
MAAST RICH
• Fort Sint Pieter
13 November
•Join Vrijthof
Area the capital of Limburg-Netherlands.
us on a visit to Maastricht,
Enjoy your free day in a big and old town situated at the
• The Sint Servaas Bridge
river Maas, which is famous for its culture and its wealth of
Maastricht
is very nice for shopping, food and
•monuments.
Sint Jan
Church
drinks as well!
• Helpoort
40 €
Depart
Brussels: 09:00 - Return: 21:30
• Bookstore
Dominicanen
•

Depart Brussels: 08:00 - Return: 23:30
Depart SHAPE: 07:00 - Return: 00:30

Valkenburg, NLD
27 November 2021
Cave Christmas Market & Night Parade
Depart SHAPE: 08:00 - Return: 22:30

Be swept of your feet by the largest underground Christmas Markets in Europe; ValkenVALKENBURG
burg’s enchanting
underground caves. Hun27 November
Cave Christmas
Market
Night
Parade
dreds
of decorated
stalls,&gifts,
lights,
but alBe swept of your feet by the largest under-ground Christmas
Markets
in Europe;charcoal
Valken-burg’s
enchanting underground
Depart
SHAPE
so
historical
drawings
and8:00
other
caves. Hun-dreds of decorated stalls, gifts, lights, but al-so
cave
art
makes
this and
underground
experience
Depart
Brussels
9:00
historical
charcoal
drawings
other cave art makes
this
underground experience unsurpassed!
unsurpassed!
This trip includes entrance
Arrive Brussels
21:30
60€ to
09:35 - Return: 22:30
the
MunicalDepart
CaveBrussels:
and Winterwonderland
Arrive
SHAPE
22:30
Depart SHAPE: 08:30 - Return: 23:30
which includes a ride in a cable car.

Price

Trips and Tours, Bldg. 504
Phone + 32 (0)65 44 6040 / 8136
Email shapetripsandtours1@gmail.com
www.shape2day.com
The whole village
of Valkenburg
will be in
PARIS
IN W INT ER
11 December
Christmas style. Not
included, but also very
The City of Light shines year-round, but Paris has a special
appeal in winter.
Takesand
in all the
sites of this grand
city when
interesting
are the
sculptures
or the
covered in white.
culinary
“Route
No matter
what d’Amuse”.
you do, winter in Paris will warm your

€ 40

hearts!

In the
evening a magical parade passes
65€
Depart Brussels: 06:30 - Return: 00:45
through the old town.
The historical
city 23:45
Depart SHAPE:
07:30 - Return:
center forms a fantastic backdrop against
the illuminated procession of abundantly
decorated floats and groups of dancers in
glamorous costumes.

Price
€ 60*
ROT T ERDAM

With Pancake Cruise
18 December

First, enjoy free time in the city. Then in the afternoon sail
across the Rotterdam waters. From the water you can not
miss the famous and bold architec-ture of Rotterdam’s
large buildings!During the cruise tour, you can eat as many
pancakes as you want.

Depart SHAPE
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8:30

Depart Brussels 9:35

€ 60ADULTS/€ 55 CHILDREN 3-11 years/€ 45 CHILDREN 0-2 years
Depart Brussels: 08:30 - Return: 20:00
Depart SHAPE: 07:30 - Return: 21:15

Arrive Brussels 22:30

RATIONED ITEMS STORE (RIS)

P Bldg. 560 - Main SHAPE Shopping Center

065.44.5628

Your
SHAPE
Identity
& Ration
are required
purchase
fuel1600
per SHAPE Directive 40-9.
OPENING HOURS:
Tue
- Fri:
1030
to Cards
1800
Sat: to1000
to

FUEL CARD PRICE INFORMATION

FUEL CARD PRICE INFORMATION
•

Purchasing a fuel card means you have purchased 100 or 200 liters of fuel at a set price. You have until the card expires (generally 9 to12
months) to pump the fuel into your authorized vehicle(s). Please note the EXPIRY DATE on the face of your card.

• Purchasing a fuel card
means you have purchased 100 or 200 liters of fuel at a set price. You have until the card expires (generally
• Belgium publishes a daily maximum cost per liter which businesses must not exceed. SHAPE contracts with Total to provide a fixed
price will always be well below the maximum daily cost published by Belgium as it excludes taxes.
9 to12 months) to pumpmonthly
the price.
fuelYour
into
your authorized vehicle(s). Please note the EXPIRY DATE on the face of your card.
• Belgium publishes a daily maximum cost per liter which businesses must not exceed. SHAPE contracts with Total to provide
contact Mr. Thierry Weymers at SHAPE Ext. 3624 should you have any questions.
a fixed monthly price. Your pricePlease
will
always be well below the maximum daily cost published by Belgium as it excludes taxes.
OCTOBER 2021 Prices
Fuel Type
Excellium 95 100L
79,00 €
Excellium 98 100L
86,00 €
Excellium Diesel 100L
81,50 €

Excellium 95 200L
Excellium 98 200L
Excellium Diesel 200L

158 €
172 €
163 €

NEW PROMOTIONS
Whisk(e)y:
Carlos I 40% 1L GP: 15 9,02
Chivas Regal 12y 40% 1L 29,40 22,80
Chivas R. Mizunara 40% 0.7L GP NEW: 36,40 28,74
Glenfid Select Cask 40% 1L Tub: 34, 80 24,04
Glengoyne Balbaína 43% 1L GP: 29,40 16,22
Jameson *** 40% 1L: 18, 50 14,50
Gin :
Bombay Sapphire 47% 1L: 17,70. 14,20
Whitley Neill R&G Gin 43% 1L: 16,10 8,64
Vodka
Beluga Vodka 40% 1L*: 33,90 23,52
Rum:
Plantation 20th Anniv 40% 0.7L: 23,00 13,22
Liqueur
Ricard 45% 1L: 16,30 13,30
Cointreau 40% 1L: 16,80 11,90

Difference with Last Month

+ 4,50 €
+ 3,50 €
+ 6,00 €
+ 9,00 €
+ 7,00 €
+ 12,00 €

Your SHAPE Identity
& Ration Cards are
required to purchase fuel
per SHAPE Directive 40-9.

Wine
Graham’s LBV Port 20% 0.75L: 7,40 4,42
19 Crimes The Banished 0.75L: 6,70 6,20
19 Crimes The Uprising 0.75L: 6,70 6,20
19 Crimes Chardonnay 0.75L: 5 4,50
19 Crimes Red Blend 0.75L: 5 4,50
B&G Rés.Shiraz rosé 0.75L: 3,80 3
B&G Rés.Cab. Sauvignon 0.75L: 4,10 3,30
Masi Campofiorin 0.75L: 4,60 3,81
Masi Rosa dei Masi 0.75L: 5,90 4,85
Masi Modello r. 0.75L: 3,80 3,55
Masi Nect.Campofiorin 0.75L: 7,80 6,57
Masi BiB Modello r. 3L: 14,80 13,55
Faustino I Gr. Reserva 0.75L:12,40 11,05
Montecillo Gran Reserv.0.75L: 11,60 9,30
Montecillo Reserva 0.75L: 6,30 4,62
Taitt.Brut Réserve GP 0.75L: 25 20,06
Mionetto Pros.Vald.Sup. 0.75L: 8,50 6,99
Wars.Prem.4x05L Can: 3,30 2,65

*Alcoholic drinks will only be selled to customers age 18 and over.
Only available to SHAPE ID full privileges card holders.
Please contact Mr. Thierry Weymers at SHAPE Ext. 3624 should you have any questions.

S I LV E R S P O O N M E N U
Opening Hours 0730 - 1400
EVERY DAY CHILI CON CARNE, PIZZAS, SANDWICHES & SALADS

OCTOBER
Monday
25. SPAGHETTI
CARBONARA
MERLU DELIGHT

Tuesday
26. PORK
CORDON BLEU
CHICKEN TIKKA
MASSALA

Wednesday
27. BEEF
ENCHILLADA
VEAL PAUPIETTE

HOT BREAKFAST AVAILABLE!From 07:30 to 10:00
COFFEE BAR: Monday to Thursday 07h45 – 15h30
Friday 07h45 – 15h00

Thursday
28.BAMI GORENG
BEEF STEAK FAJITA

Friday
29. FISH & CHIPS

BREAKFAST 07H30 – 10H00
LUNCH 11H30 – 14H00

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT COMING WEEKS MENU VISIT
WWW.SHAPE2DAY.COM
www.shape2day.com
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SHAPE Sports & Fitness
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*Showers in the main gym are now open!
*Starting 11 Oct at 16.00 the weight
area will be closed approximately 8-10
weeks for flooring renovation.
*Free weights, kettlebells & benches
will be available in the cardio area for
the duration of the renovation.

www.shape2day.com

SCL
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shape agenda

Ongoing

SHAPE Activities
Every Monday

Boy Scout Troop #325
Come to a meeting and check us out! 18302000 in SHAPE Green Gym (2nd floor). Contact
us at:
SHAPETROOP325@gmail.com
Catholic Women of the Chapel (CWOC)
Ladies meet for fellowship and bible at SHAPE
Chapel at 1000 hrs, Bldg. 353 at 1800 hrs.
Childcare is provided in the morning. All books
are provided. Contact our Parish Coordinator:
065/44.60.19
SHAPE Sharks Volleyball practice in the
SHAPE Gym every Monday and Wednesday.
We are welcoming new players from the
SHAPE community. For more info:
PerAslak.LOSO@shape.nato.int
SHAPE International Dancing Club @ the
gym in the Aerobic Suite. Dancing lessons:
Advanced Salsa: 19h-20h. Currently we only
teach Salsa Cubana. If you would like to teach
a dancing style or become a member, contact
us:
Shapesidc@gmail.com
SHAPE
International Dancing Club
1st SHAPE International Sea Scouts (10½–14)
The Sea Scouts meet at the Green Gym 18452015. Outdoor activities feature prominently,
with the highlights being sailing and camping.
Throughout the year, Scouts learn various
skills, such as nautical knowledge, map
reading, survival skills, camp cooking and first
aid in preparation for camp.
Every Tuesday

Protestant Women of the Chapel (PWOC)
0930-1200 with childcare and 1830-2000 with
childcare
: pwoc.shape2017@gmail.com

SHAPE Community Chapel-Family Fun
Night PWOC Tuesday Nights 1700-1930.
Ignite Youth Groups for MS and HS students,
Gospel Project for Kids, Financial Peace
University, 5 Love Languages and Marriage
Classes Gospel of John Bible Study.
1st SHAPE International Cubs (8-10½)
The Cub Scout Pack meet at the Green Gym
at 1800-1930. Cubs take part in a wide range
of activities designed to be interesting and
challenge them, including games, learning
scouting skills, gaining badges and activities
outdoors.
SHAPE International Cycling Club (SICC)
Members meet for group rides every Tuesday
and Thursday from April to September. The
club also offers a 40K ride non-members,
newcomers and neophytes on Wednesday
that is supported by an experienced member
of SICC. All rides depart from SHAPE Main
Gym @ 1800.
During the wintertime, the Club rides only
during the week ends, according to weather
condition and offers a specific winter training
program that is executed in the SHAPE Main
Gym – spinning room - every Tuesday and
Thursday. For more information visit: www.
shapecycling.com or : 5128 - 5763
SHAPE Bridge Club Informal and duplicate
bridge sessions in the SHAPE Club.
: Attila Balla 0476.53.71.01
Aquagym - Tuesdays & Thursdays
1500-1600 hrs - Swimming pool, FREE!
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: Lena on 0483/31.42.58.
Like to play board games? Or have an army
of miniatures eager to play? 17:30 at SHAPE
American Middle School. Games regularly
played: Warmachine, Warhammer (40K and
AoS), Sha-dows of Brimstone, Mansions
of Madness, Cry Havoc, Betrayal at House
On The Hill. Want to play something else?
Contact: : john.larimore@eu.dodea.edu
SHAPE Tabletop Gamers
Every 1st and 3rd Tuesdays

Mom2Mom SHAPE meets for Breastfeeding
Café on the 1st and 3rd Tuesday of every month
to offer breastfeeding support and discuss
pregnancy and infant care in a relaxed, social
environment. 1330-1430 hrs at the SHAPE
Healthcare Facility Room 2B122 (2nd floor,
social-work conference room).
: Fiona Webster 065/32.52.24
Mom2MomSHAPE@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/Mom2MomSHAPE/

Every 2nd and 4Th Tuesday

and dependents and for all levels from
beginner to advanced. To register your
interest or for further information please
: shapetennis@gmail.com
Scottish Dancing - 1900 hrs - SHAPE
Chapel Centre. International group, no
previous dance experience necessary.
SHAPE Chapel Centre.
: soscods@gmail.com
SHAPE International Dancing Club @ the
gym, in the Aerobic Suite. Dancing lessons:
Beginners Salsa19h-20h. Currently we only
teach Salsa Cubana.
Shapesidc@gmail.
com SHAPE International Dancing Club

SHAPE Community Chapel (East Chapel)
1st Wednesday of each month:
1200-1300 - Holy Water Mass in Greek
Every Thursday
SHAPE Community Chapel (West Chapel)
11 Nov & 02 Dec
1700-1900: Worship Service in Dutch
Every Friday

SHAPE International Toastmasters Club
meets ONLINE every 2nd & 4th Tuesday. Due
to the pandemic the SHAPE Club Pathfinder
Room is not available. Therefore, the virtual
door opens at 18.45. Meeting begins at 19.00
and concludes at 20.45. This English-speaking
club is for people who want to boost their
communication, leadership and linguistic skills
in a supportive and friendly environment. This
club looks forward to welcoming members of
SHAPE and the surrounding community! For
Zoom online meeting link, please send an email
to toastmastersshapeclub@gmail.com

SHAPE Ladies Bowling League
Practice for all levels and skills. 1300 hrs at
the Pizza Bowl. Bowling shoes can be rented
at the Pizza Bowl for n1.
Rosary Warriors: Meet at 0915 hrs in the
SHAPE Blessed Sacrament Chapel

Every Wednesday

Mary Queen of Peace US Catholic Community
SHAPE International Chapel, Bldg. 601
Summer Schedule: Daily Mass @11h50,
Blessed Sacrament Chapel, (Mon-Thur,
except US holidays). Vigil Mass 17h00 (1st
Sat of every month), Sunday Mass 09h00,
East Chapel (except 1st Sunday of each
month). For more info: call X5602 (or Civ.
065.44.5602) for US Chaplain Fr. Vincent
Manuel Chapel, Office 33/34 (Alternative
lines: X6066, 6037 or 6019).
Mary Queen of Peace (English Speaking
Catholic Community) Or join us: JFC
Brunssum, International Chapel: Mass
17h00 Sunday & Brussels US Main Chapel
1st Sunday of every month, 12h00
SHAPE Community Chapel
East Chapel
0900-1000: Catholic Mass in English
1045-1145: Protestant Service in English
1700-1800: Catholic Mass in Polish
1830-1930: Catholic Mass in Italian
West Chapel
0930-1030: Liturgical Service in English
1200-1300: Catholic Mass in Spanish
SHAPE International Women’s Club (SIWC)
All women of the SHAPE community are
invited to attend.
: siwcpresident@gmail.com
YOGA Classes
YOGA classes for all-levels at the SHAPE
gym (in the aerobics suite). SHAPE YOGA

Infant Massage Class
For infants (birth to approx 1 year) and their
parents. 1030-1130 hrs - Room 2B122 (old
physical room) 2nd floor : Fiona Webster
065/32.52.24
1st SHAPE International Beavers (6–8)
Beaver Scouts are our youngest members.
They meet at the Green Gym 1715-1830 to
take part in a wide range of activities that build
their confidence, including games, crafts, visits,
along with plenty of outdoor activities, camps
and sleepovers.
SHAPE Community Choir
From 1900 hrs in the East Chapel. All singers
14 – adults are welcome to come sing.
Director: Natasha Rook
: shapechoir@gmail.com
:SHAPE-International-Community-Choir

SHAPE Tennis Club (Ladies only) - Ladies
tennis, all skills level welcome. Green Gym,
Courts A and B. 0930 - 1200 hrs. Contact
Olga Chroni
: chrolga@yahoo.gr
SHAPE Tennis Association (STA)
Are you interested in playing tennis or learning
to play tennis?
The STA is going to be up and running again
in the New Year. Making the most of the 2
indoor and 4 outdoor courts, we will be
offering club nights (Men’s, Ladies’ and
Mixed) and coaching. Membership is open
to the entire SHAPE community, serving

Every Sunday

International Group of Motorcycle Riders
Riders meet at 1000 hrs to start group rides
in the local area. All types of motorcycles are
welcome. : stephen.smith1@gmail.com or
SHAPE HDC

Dates For Your Diaries

Trunk Or Treat
Friday, October 29
4 - 8pm
to
Open NATO
nd

U.S. a

rd
ID Ca
rs
Holde

®

No Federal Endorsement Implied

Register your trunk by Tuesday, October 26
Please remember to bring your own bags for candy
Face coverings are required for patrons that are not vaccinated
More info: DSN 597-5206 CIV +32 (0)68-25-5206

chievres.armymwr.com

Brussels

Ironman NATO Run & Bike

Three

distances offered ; 5k for kids (< 14 years) and families(1
adult & 1 child < 14 years), 8k for “beginners” and 16kms for all
other categories.
Registration

& infos sur le site du BIN ; www.binotan.be

Sport

event by teams of two with one MTB. Change between
team mates as often as they wish. They must keep a max
distance of 10m max between themselves.
Registration fee 25€ per team for the big course and 18€ for the
two other courses. Technical t-shirt offered to each participant.
Prizes for winners of various categories for the big course and the
small course. For beginners the 5 first teams will receive a prize.

Contact

organisation : René Moreau, email
moreau.r@skynet.be
Website

: www.binotan.be

SATURDAY JANUARY 8TH., 2022
11:00AM
Race location : Havendoklaan 1 à 1800 Vilvoorde

www.shape2day.com
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I N T E R N AT I O N A L C O N T I N E N TA L M E S S M E N U
Opening Hours 0700 - 1330
OCTOBER
MON

TUE

WED

THU

FRI

18. Grilled sausage
– Carrots stew –
Brown sauce

19. Grilled Steak –
Sauce Archiduc
Side sla - French
fries ou Oven baked
potato

20. Spaghetti
bolognaise /
Lasagne

21. ENGL BREAKFAST
Gambas with garlic –
Greek salad
Greek noodles

22. Fresh fish of the day

25. Pork shop –
Green beans
Wedges potatoes

26. Grilled Steak with
“3 Pepper” sauce
Side sla - French
fries or oven baked
potato

27. Spaghetti
Bolognaise –
Oven baked
Macaroni

28. TOASTED BREAD
Beau roll – Vegetable
mix – Brown sauce
Grilled potatoes

29. Tanagra – Sauce
remoulade
Side sla – Mashed
potatoes

T H I S M E N U C A N B E A LT E R E D D U E TO L A S T M O M E N T D E L I V E RY C H A N G E .

F O R M O R E I N F O R M AT I O N V I S I T W W W. S H A P E 2 DAY.C O M

You're over here – and so are we.
With easy ways to contact our helpful, locally knowledgeable
associates, and offices across Europe, you can trust us to be there
for you and your family.
| Automobile

| Personal Property Coverage

| Motorcycle

| Roadside Assistance

geico.com/overseas-insurance | overseas@geico.com
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Limitations apply. Coverages written by non-affiliated insurers. GEICO Financial Services GmbH is a GEICO affiliate. © 2020 GEICO Paid Advertising. No Federal endorsement implied. 576136958

SHAPE Travel Group

The SHAPE Travel Group members are available every Wednesday and Friday from 1100-1300 in the
Rendez-vous. They can only accept cash payment for trips.
The SHAPE Travel Group is a non-profit activity run entirely by international volunteers for SHAPE and NATO
ID card holders and their guests.

Fall Trips

www.shape2day.com
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FORUM

Miscellaneous & Services

The International Jewish Center offers a weekly educational program in
English for children from 10:00am - 12:30pm. This is a great opportunity
to meet and befriend other international Jewish children and families. We
introduce students to Hebrew, prayer, religious traditions, and the modern
Jewish experience. We begin with a Tots class for children from 3 years, and
we provide Jewish education through Bar/Bat Mitzvah with an emphasis on
creative expression. The school is led by our Israeli Head Teacher and our
American Rabbi and staffed by dedicated and experienced teachers.
Please contact
info@ijc.be or www.ijc.be
International Bible Church, Jurbise
We’re a friendly English speaking evangelical church just a few streets away
from SHAPE. We’ve been serving the SHAPE community for more than 50
years now. Our Sunday services start at 11 am each Sunday.
: pastor@ibc-jurbise.org or find more information on our
Please contact
website www.ibc-jurbise.org.
Alcoholics Anonymous
“If you drink that’s your business, but if you want to stop maybe we can help”
SHAPE Group of Alcoholics Anonymous (English Speaking Meeting).
“The only requirement is a desire to stop drinking.” Tuesday evenings from
1900-2000 hours. We meet at the International Baptist Church, Chemin Du
Prince, 284; 7050 Jurbise
0470-470-790 or AA Bruxelles
: 0032 (0) 487/35.45.72.
Attachment Parenting/Green Families Group
Are you a nature loving and/or attachment parenting family? Or trying to
be? To meet like-minded people please contact us for more information at:
rainyplay@gmail.com or
0489/27.41.85

October Solutions
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HOURS OF OPERATION
OPENING HOURS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE
FOR MORE ACCURATE INFO VISIT WWW.SHAPE2DAY.COM

SHAPE CONCESSIONAIRES

MWB Activities
MWB OPS

Mon-Thu: 0830-1730
Fri: 0830-1530

065/44 8340 or 8341

SPORTS & FITNESS
CENTRE
Gym Annex:
Mon-Thu: 06o0-2100
Fri: 0600-1930
Sat-Sun: 0830-1300
Indoor Classes available
Pool available for lane swim.
Outdoor classes available.
See schedule & bookings at:
www.shape2day.com
065/44 5325

B3’S

CARREFOUR
Carrefour Market

065/44 5628

Mon-Fri: 0900-1900
Sat: 0900-1730

TOTAL FINA
Total Shop:
Mon-Fri: 0830-1800
Sat: 1000-1500
Garage for repairs
Mon-Fri: 0830-1800
Gas Station: 24/7
Car wash: Open

SHAPE INN

AION BANK

Mon-Thu:
0830-1300 & 1400-1645
Fri: 0800-1445

Mon-Fri: 1000-1500
065/44 6789

BEAUTY SHOP

065/44 4385

DRYCLEANERS

SHAPE CINEMA
Fri-Sat: 1700-2230

065/44 5697
RIS
Tue-Fri: 1030-1800
Sat: 1000-1600

LANGUAGE CENTRE
Mon - Thu: 0830-1600

Mon-Fri: 0730-1900
Sat: 0730-1730
Sun: 0900-1300

Selexion:

Tue - Sat: 0900 - 1700
By Appointment only

BARBER SHOP BLDG 102
Tue–Thu: 1000 – 1700

Mon-Fri: 1100-1800

Fri: 1000 – 1400

Mon-Thu: 1630-2200
Fri: 1530-2300
065/44 8301 or 4133

065/44 4971

LAUNDRY
Opened 24/7

LIBRARY

BOOKSTORE BLDG 102

Tue - Fri: 0930 - 1700

SILVER SPOON

Mon/Wed/Fri: 1000-1700
Return Service: 24/7

065/44 5631

Mon - Fri:
0730-1300
1400-1600

OPTICAL SHOP

Email us at: usarmy.shape.
library@mail.mil

INSURANCE MERAINI

Mon-Fri: 0730-1400
Bar: Mon-Thu 0800-1530
Fri 0800-1430
065/44 5114

RENDEZ-VOUS

Mon-Fri: 0730-1630
Sat : 0900–1500
SH : 0900–1300
Limited seating area
available for consumption
065/44 5220

ARTS & CRAFTS

SHAPE CLUB

TRIPS & TOURS

Mon/Wed/Fri: 0900-1400
Framing Mon-Wed only
Email us at:
artsandcraftsshape@gmail.com

Mon-Fri: 0800-1000 Breakfast Mon-Tue-Thu: 0900-1500
Wed: 900-1300
1130 - 1330 Lunch
+32 475 740 126
1800 - 2100 Dinner
065/44 4133

PIZZA BOWL

Pizza Bowling Lanes
Mon-Thu: 1130-2100
Fri: 1130-2200
Sat: 1200 - 2200
Snack Bar (Indoor + Outdoor)
1130-1400 Mon - Pizza only
1500-2000 Mon - Full kitchen
1130-2000 Tue-Fri
1200-2000 Sat
065/44 5696

PERFORMING ARTS
CENTRE
Tue-Thu: 1530-1730

065/44 3312
OUTDOOR RECREATION
Mon /Wed/Thu: 0900-1400

065/22 5246

BARBER SHOP/
HAIRDRESSER BLDG. 504

Tue-Fri: 1030-1600

Mon-Thu:
0930-1300 / 1400-1630
Fri: 0930-1300
065/44 5355

FLOWER SHOP
Tue-Fri: 1000-1800
Sat: 1000-1300

NOTICE:

CUSTOMERS MUST RESPECT THE
COVID-19 SAFETY MEASURES
EMERGENCY NUMBER FOR SHAPIANS
065/44 3333
FOR ANY EMERGENCY THROUGHOUT
EUROPE 112

CLEARANCE

SALE%
-70

UP TO

FROM OCTOBER 1, 2021

MATTRESS

ALL STOCK MUST GO !

BED BASE

BED/BOXSPRING

Come to visit our shop,
we are just few
meters away!
English speaking staff
VAT exempt for eligible SHAPE members

BEDDING

SOFA BED

Les portes de Maisières

SHAPE

800 M
Rue Grande 208 (N6) - 7020 Maisières
OPEN Mo - Sa 10 am - 6:30 pm

